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“Minor”
Disputes
by Colleen E. Pappas ’99
Asst. News Editor

Despite the apparent apathy
on the part of PC’s student body
that often surrounds important
issues, there is currently a mobi
lization of students which defies
that perception. The current de
bate over the inability of students
to cross-reference courses for
both a major and a minor is such
an issue.
In the past two weeks a sig
nificant number of students have
shown their determination to
have a say in the future of their
academic careers. The issue con
cerns a policy that was estab
lished seven years ago, but the
repercussions of which are now
being felt by a student body
largely unaware of the original
decision itself.
On November 1, 1996, a
memorandum was distributed by
Carol Hartley, Associate VicePresident of Academic Adminis
tration that concerned the double
counting of major and minor
courses. An example of double
counting would be, for instance,
an English major/ Black Studies
minor who wishes to count a
course in 20th Century Black lit
erature towards both disciplines.
The memo stated, “As a fol
low-up to our discussion today
of whether or not a course may
be counted for both the require
ments of a major and a minor, I
have enclosed a copy of the Fac
ulty Senate Legislation which
was enacted in 1990.”
The legislation which Hartley
refers to states in its third point
“A minor will consist of 6 or 7
courses of at least 3 credits each,
outside of a student’s concentra
tion.”
Hartley’s memo, it would
seem, was designed to serve as a
reminder to faculty about a deci
sion that had been made almost
seven years ago.
However, though the legisla
tion may have been approved
some time ago, it was obviously
an issue that has required further
discussion.
In a memo from Thomas L.
Canavan, Vice-President of Aca
demic Administration dated Feb
ruary 11,1997, it was stated that
at a meeting of all academic pro
gram directors was scheduled for
Wednesday, February 26, and the
agenda would include a discus
sion of the “double-counting of
courses”, even though the issue
was “officially” laid to rest seven
years ago with the 1990 Faculty
Senate decision.
Regardless of how or when
the misinterpretation of this leg
islation began, the fact remains
that the double-counting of
courses for both a major and a
minor has been occurring for
quite some time.

continued on page 4
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Divine Intervention
Friars Bury Devils 98-87
By Cory R. McGann ’98

Sports Editor
Nothing in sports happens ac
cording to plan. That is what
makes sports so damn interesting.
Sometimes teams play above and
beyond the level they are capable
of. Some go out on the field and
fall short of expectations.
Usually, the men’s basketball
team has fallen short. Blame that
on high expectations. The pres
sure put on the team is unbear
able, thus they can never seem to
match the wants and needs of its
fans.
Yet sometimes, when the stars
arc shining bright and the planets
align, a team reaches down deep
and surpasses all that is expected
of them. The team takes their
level beyond of what people as
sume it should stay at. They play
the game perfectly, showing the
game’s true beauty.
Sometimes it happens. And in
Charlotte, North Carolina on a
warm Sunday afternoon, it hap
pened.
Let me say it out loud, just so
that I believe it myself. Provi
dence College defeated Duke
University in men’s basketball.
In the second round of the
Southeast Regional of the 1997
NCAA Men’s Basketball Tourna
ment, the number ten seed in the
region upset the number two seed
in the region.
Underdogs everywhere re
joice! Bullies of the world, cease
and desist! Believe, everyone be
lieve.
“Nobody believed in us!”
yelled sophomore guard Jamel
Thomas, rejoicing in the locker
room after the 98-87 victory. “Do
you believe in us now?!”
The world believes, Jamel, the
world believes. We got ESPN’s
continued on page 26

by Christian Tray '9<S

Derrick Brown ’97 rose to the challenge and dropped 33 points on #8 Duke University

On The Road...The Fever Mounts
by Mary M. Shaffrey ’97

Editor-In-Chief

NCAA fever has hit Providence
College. This year’s Friars have
done more and gone farther than
anyone expected them to. Now
many PC students find themselves
going farther than they ever
dreamed of, specifically Charlotte,
North Carolina and Birmingham,
Alabama.
When the tournament brackets
were announced almost two weeks
ago, several students decided to
take a long weekend and drive 14
hours to Charlotte for the Friars’
first round game against Marquette
University. Most hoped the boys
would win, if for no other reason
the idea of turning right back

around on Saturday and driving
home was not that appealing. Few
thought they would accomplish all
that they did.
“The whole trip was a lot of
fun, it was well worth the 14 hr.
drive to see two wins,” stated Ed
Conway ’97, who made the trip
with his roommates.
The game on Friday night was
one to remember, the highlight
being Senior Forward Austin
Croshere’s 70-foot basket to close
out the first half. This basket in
and of itself made the trip worth
while. He stated in the press con
ference afterwards that “It was a
complete luck shot and I have
never made a shot like that, ever.”
Coach Gillen claimed he was too
stunned to be stunned! Whatever

.it was, it gave the Friars an 18 point
lead at halftime and they have not
looked back since.
Momentum kept building, and
when Sunday’s game against Duke
came around, the boys and the fans
were ready. Some in the local
media have called this game one
of the best in Providence College
history. They are probably right.
Emotions were running extremely
high. PC was playing Duke. Not
only were they playing Duke in the
NCAAs, but they were playing
them in (almost) their backyard,
about 100 miles away to be exact.
Furthermore, Coach Gillen was
right when he said, “Duke is a na
tional team, they are on TV more
often than Leave It to Beaver re
runs!” The Charlotte Coliseum

was not filled to capacity, but the
PC fans were considerably out
numbered. This did not stop us,
though. Even when the Duke fans
sitting behind us had the ushers
come and tell us to sit down be
cause they could not see (imagine
standing and cheering at a basket
ball game-what a concept!) we
were not to be deterred. For the
last five minutes of the game, no
one sat, for they could not kick out
an entire section.
When the realization hit us that
we BEAT DUKE it was a. mad
house. Una-Bufford, one of my
friends sitting near me who had
been virtually silent during the
continued on page 3
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News Briefs
Jobs! Jobs! Jobs!
The Rhode Island Consortium
for Educators (RICE) will be hold
ing its third annual Job Fair for
Teachers on Tuesday, April 15
from 8:00 to 4:00 at the Holiday
Inn at the Crossings in Warwick
(Exit 12A off 1-95). Providence
College is one of seven RICE
member schools (with Brown,
Rhode Island College, RISD,
Roger Williams, Salve Regina, and
URI). Linda Ernst, Assistant Di
rector of Career Services for Se
niors, is the chairperson and
founder of the fair. All students
and recent alumni from consor
tium schools are invited.
The Job Fair is an opportunity
to present resumes to and interview
with representatives from over
thirty public and private schools

and systems in New England and
six additional states. Participants
must register by April 7th by com
pleting a form and paying the tendollar registration fee, payable to
RICE.
On the day of the fair, partici
pants are encouraged to dress pro
fessionally and bring a photo ID,
writing materials, their portfolios,
and at least twenty resumes. The
hotel is accessible to challenged
persons. Additional information is
available in the Fair packet from
Linda Ernst at the Student Devel
opment Center (865-2305, e-mail:
lernst@providence.edu).

by Gregory W. McGonigle ’00
News Writer

Passion
Play
On Tuesday evening, ’64 Hall
became a stage for twenty-one
Providence College students as
they performed the Stations of the
Cross in a musical format created
by Ginny Ruggiern. The Passion
Play is based on the book
Everyone's Way of the Cross, by
Clarence Enzler. It has songs
from musicals, such as “Prepare
Ye” from Godspell and “Pieta”
from the play with the same
name.
The director of this play is one
of PC’s own students, Maureen
Peitler ’99, and was produced by
Marta Makiic ’97. The musical
arrangement was written and per
formed by Aaron Wade ’98.
It started with an introduction
of the events just prior to Jesus’
suffering on his way to Golgotha
to be crucified. Then each of the
actual stations was acted out with
a song from a play, which coin
cided with each station.
“I had never experienced it be
fore,” commented Carrie Spearin
’98. “I did not know what to ex
pect and I sure was not expecting
all music. Overall, it was great
and I enjoyed it.”
At the end of the evening Sr.
Annette Desmarais O.P., Assis
tant Director of Campus Minis
try, thanked all those who came
as well as the students who gave
their time and talents for the pro
duction of the play. She espe
cially thanked Maureen Peitler
’99, whom Sr. Desmarais said
“the vision” for this came.
“I did this show in my high
school youth group, and it is one

of the reasons which caused me
to be a theology major,” claims
Peitler.
She said it took about three
months to prepare everything to
present in front of a live audience.
It took six weeks before rehears
als could start and about five
weeks of rehearsals.
The role of Jesus was played
by Alexander Tobin ’98. “I have
always loved to sing and always
wanted to try my hand at acting,”
Tobin said. “I think this was very
appropriate for the season of Lent
and I hope we can do this next
year.”
Peitler could not take all the
claim for herself. “My cast
worked especially hard and did
whatever they could to pull off
the production in time.”
Heather Rose ’99, whose
roommate is a member of the
cast, said she was “really im
pressed with how the play went.
The people involved are really
talented and put the show on re
ally well. They put a lot of work
into it and it really showed.”
“I really did not know what to
expect because I have never been
to anything like it before,” said
Bob Harscherd ’00. “I had seen
Jesus Christ Superstar, and The
Passion Play drew much of its
music from that movie. It was a
great production which really ex
ceeded my expectations, and I am
glad I decided to go.”

Leaving The Country?
Read This First
Each year more than 2,000
American citizens are arrested
abroad. Over 1,000 of those ar
rested were held on charges of us
ing or possessing drugs.
We know that many college
students plan to travel abroad during their spring and summer
breaks. Maybe you have been
planning your trip all year. Per
haps you have begun buying and
packing necessary items like a
toothbrush, sunscreen, and sun
glasses. Wc hope you will think
twice before packing something
that will not only destroy your
trip, but could easily ruin your
life. You should be aware that
there are increased efforts by
many countries to stop the flow
of illegal narcotics. If you think
there is no real danger in buying
or carrying just a “small” amount
of drugs on your overseas trip,
you might be in for a very un
pleasant surprise. Americans
have been arrested for possessing

as little as a third of an ounce of
marijuana
You might assume that, as an
American citizen, you are immune
from prosecution under foreign
laws and that the U.S. Constitution
follows you wherever you go.
Unlike the United States, few
countries believe “you are inno
cent until proven guilty.” The truth
is that Americans suspected of
drug violations can face severe
penalties, even the death penalty,
in some foreign countries. It is not
uncommon to spend months or
even years in pretrial detention,
only to be sentenced to a lengthy
prison stay without parole in a for
eign jail. Conditions in foreign
jails and prisons are frequently
substandard.
Once you leave U.S. soil, U.S.
laws and constitutional rights no
longer apply. U.S. consular offic
ers can visit jailed Americans to
see that they are being fairly and
humanely treated, but cannot get
them out of jail or intervene in a

foreign country’s legal system on
their behalf.
You should be particularly
wary of persons who ask you to
carry a package or drive a car
across a border. Once that pack
age or anything in the car is in
your possession, you become re
sponsible for it. You will be
blamed for it, no matter who has
put it there. You might unknow
ingly become a narcotics traf
ficker. To local authorities, igno
rance is not an excuse. You will
have to pay the fine and may even
spend time in jail for a crime that
you did not know you commit
ted.
If for medical reasons you
must take medication or other
prescriptions containing narcot
ics, carry a doctor’s certificate
attesting to that fact and keep all
medications in original and la
beled containers.
Getting involved with drugs
abroad can destroy not only your
future but your life.

Alcohol Awareness Week
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by Matthew F. Stauff ’00
News Writer

Outdoor Club Formed
by Kristina Newman ’99

There will be a student meeting
to discuss Providence-InEurope policies on Thursday,
April 17th at 5pm in Slavin Pit.
All students are welcome.

News Writer
If you are looking to exercise
your sense of adventure, the newly
formed Outdoor Club is sure to
have an activity that will interest
you. The bill to establish the club
was passed by the Student Con
gress at their meeting on March
17th, so therefore the club will be
allocated funds for their activities.
On Tuesday night, March 18th,
the Outdoor Club held its first open

meeting. The executive board,
whose members include Jennifer
Mullen ’98, Tim Ford ’99, Lauren
Dozier ’98, Laura Haberkorn ’99,
and Dave Laughran ’99, presented
to the approximately thirty-six stu
dents in attendance the ideas that
they have been working on for the
past month. Mullen stated that
they “want to do what the mem
bers of the club want to do.”
The club wishes to plan large
group activities, but also plans to
form smaller groups of students to

participate in activities according
to their interests. For example, stu
dents interested in finding others
to run with were encouraged to
sign up on one of the activity
sheets. In the upcoming weeks, the
club has planned a rock climbing
trip to the Rhode Island Rock
Climbing Gym and a kayaking/
canoeing trip along the Providence
waterfront, which is “a great way
continued on page 4
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And the Band Played On...
by Jessica A. Cotrone ’99

Asst. News Editor

“Illness is the night-side of life, a more
onerous citizenship. Everyone who is
born holds dual citizenship, in the
kingdom of the well and in the kingdom
of the sick. Although we all prefer to use
only the good passport, sooner or later
each of us is obliged, at least fora spell,
to identify ourselves as citizens
of that other place. ”
-Susan Sontag, Illness as Metaphor and
AIDS and its Metaphors
AIDS is a disease which affects every
person in society, whether directly or indi
rectly. Many may be unaware that Rhode
Island had the sixteenth highest AIDS
caseload in the United States as of Novem
ber 21, 1995. Statistics like these can not
be ignored.
The goal of the Feinstein Institute of Pub
lic Service at Providence College is to edu
cate students with the hope that they in turn
can help others. New to the department this
semester is a course, cross referenced with
the Political Science department, entitled
“AIDS, Community and the Politics of
Risk.”

Team taught by Hugh Lena of the Soci
ology Department and Rick Battistoni of the
Feinstein Institute, the course explores the
political, legal, social and moral questions
surrounding AIDS.
Reading books such as And The Band
Played On by Randy Shilts and viewing
movies like the critically ac
claimed “Philadelphia”, the
class discusses issues con
cerning HIV and AIDS.
Community service is an
integral part of any Feinstein
course. This particular class
allows students to work more
closely with the people who
they are studying. By vol
unteering at places such as
Sunrise House, the members
of the class interact with
other volunteers and advo
cates.
On Friday, March 21 the
culmination of the class will be achieved.
While other students will be leaving for
warm places such as Florida and Mexico,
PSP 490 will head to New Jersey for a week
of learning and personal enlightenment.
Staying in Highland Park and New
Brunswick, New Jersey, the class will per
form various activities throughout the week.

Given a list describing all the various
sites, students picked four places where they
would like to volunteer. Most of the ser
vice organizations, because of size and staff
ing, can accommodate no more than four
students at a time.
Some of the places where students will
be volunteering are The
Chai Project and Broad
way House. Students will
also sit in on a Rutgers
University HIV and Pub
lic Policy Class.
The Chai Project is a
harm reduction program
for injection drug users. It
provides clean needles and
medical and social service
referrals to injection drug
users in the New
Brunswick area. No stu
dents will actually distrib
ute needles, but they may
assist with setting up kits.
Broadway House is a residential AIDS
care facility designed to meet the housing
and medical needs of people with AIDS.
Students will become acquainted with fac
ulty and residents, and will provide enter
tainment in the afternoon.
Part of the trip will be spent near and

about the Rutgers University Campus.
Sleeping on the floor in the lounge of a dorm
is also part of the week. Shades, a perfor
mance group composed of Rutgers students,
will perform for students scenes relating to
sexual health education.
The group as a whole will participate in
a Quilt Workshop on Saturday. In this work
shop they will help produce a panel which
will be added to the famous AIDS Quilt.
Students were urged to bring any extra
scraps to the workshop since any material
can be used in the panel.
This is a week filled with many chances
for students to interact with others who are
ill. While they may not be acquiring a tan,
they will be gaining something more pro
found. These 18 people will dive into the
realm of people living with HIV and AIDS
knowing that, for just one week, they helped
to make a difference.
Sarah Lightbown ‘99, a member of the
class, stated, “The class has given us an
opportunity to realize the issues surround
ing AIDS.”
“Before this class,” she continued, “I
didn’t think of AIDS as a social problem,
just an illness. This week in New Jersey
will help us understand how each organiza
tion, while striving for a common goal, does
so in different ways.”

Focus On...

ULchy Kletor
by Susan E. James ’00

News Writer

Richard “Richy” Kless, Assis
tant Director of Operations at Resi
dence Life, has a great deal of PC
in his bones. Not only did he re
ceive his two Bachelor’s Degrees
and his Masters Degree from PC
(The BAs in social
work and fire sci
ence, the Masters in
Theology), but he
was also a member
of the last all-male
admitted class at PC
and witnessed first
hand as the school
advanced from be
ing all-male to co
ed. Not only that,
but he was also
greatly affected by
the terrible 1977
Aquinas Hall fire,
which resulted in a
complete upgrading of fire safety
standards in all schools across the
US.
“Going co-ed was viewed both
by the administration and the stu
dent body at that time [as] the natu
ral way to go,” said Kless. “It was
looked upon from all levels, from
the student body to the Domini
cans, that this is the way we have
to go and this is the way we’re
going to go.”
The groovin’ ’70s were a de
cade of change, flower power, and
student unrest, and with the ele
ment of change in the air, the gen
eral feeling from the student body
was that the movement from all
male to co-ed was definitely a
good thing.
The initial reaction when the
females first came to PC was rela
tively tame, albeit there may have
been a great deal of awkwardness
at the time.
“[There was] some natural un
easiness which I still see exhibited
sometimes in Raymond Hall when
I eat over there,” said Kless, “of
girls being among girls and guys
being among guys and who’s
gonna talk to who first - that break
ing of the ice kind of thing - there
was a lot of that.”
Although Kless has no out

standing memories of the first
male/femalc interactions, he did
note that there was a basic senti
ment of happiness all around cam
pus. “[There was a] general joy,
of guys being silly and trying to
show off and be mature, and what
to do now that the women are here
and how...to interact with them,”
he reflected.
After gradu
ating in ’74 with
a BA in social
work,
Kless
worked for the
Veterans Admin
istration in social
work counsel
ing, but soon re
turned to PC to
obtain a Masters
degree in theol
ogy. This sud
den shift to the
ology was not to
leave the field of
social work, explains Kless, but to
expand out so that social work
could be approached from a more
spiritual angle.
“I was trying to blend the skill
of social work with theology, bal
ancing the physical and spiritual
worlds together,” he said. “I
wanted to combine the spiritual
dimension of people with the so
cial work - [and] I wanted to learn
more about the spiritual side of
people.”
The world, Kless feels, as we
all have or will discover is not a
kind, just, or merciful place. Yet
we deal with it, hope for the best,
and try not to lose our own per
sonal beliefs.
“The world beats you up...and
you’ll find that you have this ideal
that ‘the world is not supposed to
do that to me,”’ said Kless. “I’ve
found out that the world does kick
the crap out of you...but that does
not mean that you let go of your
ideals.”
There can be no better or more
tragic example of this than the di
sastrous fire in Aquinas in Decem
ber of ’77. Kless had almost fin
ished with his masters degree and
was working as a theology teacher
continued on page 4

NCAA Fever Sweeps PC
continued from page 1

entire game, started raising the
roof and letting those Duke fans
know who really were the Men,
and not just the little boys.
The last time PC went this far,
the seniors were in the sixth grade
and the freshmen were getting
ready to receive their First Com
munion. Wow, who knows when
this will happen again, especially
if those nasty rumors about Ohio
State are true.
Anyway, back to
the matters at hand.
This weekend PC
students are heading
for their spring break
destinations, and Bir
mingham, Alabama
seems to be the place
of choice, at least for
the first few days.
Rerouting plane tick
ets and finding
friends who want to
take an extended 20
hour road trip has
been a fairly com
mon occurrence this
week. Some teach
ers are canceling
classes so they too
can attend the big
game.
Yesterday Student
Congress and BOP
sponsored a Pep Rally on Slavin
Lawn. About 400 students came
out in support of the team before
they left for ‘Bama. Coach Gillen
was pumped and the team was
pumped. If Jason Murdock is not
offered an NBA contract, he
could pursue a career in dancehe was bustin’ some serious
moves. It was good to see the
team so tight and happy. They
looked confident. Compared to
the expressions they had on their
faces when they came out against
Georgetown to close out the sea
son, these guys looked psyched.
Look out Moes, as Sophomore
Point Guard God Shammgod
said, “We must be butter, because

we arc definitely on a roll!”
Rich Cuomo ‘99 was philo
sophical and optimistic about ev
erything. At the rally yesterday he
commented, “They [the team] rep
resent all that’s good about PC.
They have a dream, and they’ll be
damned if someone is gonna get
in their path. They live by a simple
rule: An individual can make a dif
ference, but a team can make a dif
ference!”
Friday night the Friars are a 10
point favorite against the #14 seed

on whether or not to make the trip
to ‘Bama, as Amy Rodrigues ‘97
says in Editorials this week, GO!
It was the greatest weekend of my
college career and while Citibank
funded a good part of the trip and
I still have no clue what I am do
ing after May 18, other than liv
ing and breathing God willing, I
have no regrets.
During his remarks yesterday,
Austin addressed his fellow se
niors. “We came in here with the
Big East Championship, and we

These fans showed their pride with pen and paper

University of Tennessee-Chatta
nooga Moes. However, as anyone
can tell you this year’s March
Madness has been filled with up
sets. Coppin State, need I say
more? Few people on campus are
discussing the prospects of play
ing on Sunday or even better yet
traveling to the capital of Indiana
next week, for fear they might jinx
the team.
As you all read this, I will be in
a car somewhere between here and
Birmingham. Some think I am
crazy to be making this journey
again, and I think my parents are
ready to have me see a doctor for
a psychiatric evaluation. If it is not
too late and you are still waffling

are leaving with another!”
Whether this is a true prediction
or just wishful thinking, all of PC
is proud of the team and all they
have done. They have united us
as a school, and no longer will
people ask where is Providence.
Instead they will stand up and take
notice that we are a team to be
reckoned with, and only wonder
what the heck a dalmatian bow
wow has to do with being the PC
Friars? Good luck Friars, and
thanks for the memories. A side
note to Coach Gillen, thank you
for three great years. Please stay
here at PC and give the freshmen
the same opportunities and excite
ment you have given us!

After Midnight
by Elizabeth Feldman ’99

Contributing Writer
This past weekend, while the
sun was shining on East Provi
dence, After Midnight-the Biol
ogy Club-took its first trip to the
Roger Williams Park Zoo. The
group consisted of twelve students
and adults who were Biology
majors, English majors, friends,
and relatives. Not only did they
see all of the major attractions,
they also received a behind-thescenes talk by David, the elephant
and giraffe keeper. They also had
a list of 20 questions and collected
a pool as a prize for the person
who had the most answers (Sorry
Chris). The trip was a great suc
cess.
After Midnight plans to have
more trips next year and hopefully
one more this year; the spring trip

this year will involve sea
kayaking. After Midnight was
started this fall by Becky Waggett
’99 and Liz Feldman ’99. It is
open to everyone, Biology majors
and non-Biology majors alike.
This year they have already had
two rest and relaxation nights and
taken a hike at the Caratunk Sanc
tuary. The club was started with
the purpose to give Biology ma
jors (and anyone else who wants
another one-) an excuse to take a
break and relax, as well as be
come more involved with the en
vironmental community. In the
future, the group hopes to spon
sor either an endangered animal
or an environmentally conscious
company that would like some
support. If anyone would like to
find out more about After Mid
night, please call Liz Feldman
865-3635 or Becky Waggett 8653661.

The Great
Outdoors
continued from page 2

to see the city.” The cost for that
trip is $7.50 for two hours and in
cludes the use of paddles and life
jackets. On April 12th, the club
has planned a mountain biking trip
to Lincoln Woods. On the last
weekend in April, the executive
board hopes to sponsor a kite Hy
ing event, complete with a barbe
cue and disc jockey.
Although the Outdoor Club is
just starting out, they are busy
planning for the future. Paintball
and white water rafting are just two

of the many possibilities for future
events. The club is seeking to
build its membership and is look
ing for people with experience in
outdoor activities to help plan
things to do and locate places to
go. Also, the club is looking into
the possibility of planning joint
trips with other organizations on
campus. Other schools that have
more experienced clubs, such as
Bryant College, have offered to
include PC’s club in their activi
ties.
Anyone who is interested is more
than welcome to sign up for the
Outdoor Club’s upcoming events.

Minor Disputes,
Continued
continued from page 1

With the recent “realization” on
the part of the administration that
double-counting has been occur
ring and with the minor evaluation
slated for a few weeks from now,
many students are aggressively
voicing their concerns.
To begin with, there is a sub
stantial number of students who
have double-counted, or cross-ref
erenced courses in order to secure
adesiredminor. Likewise,- iih the
evaluation of minors slated for a
few weeks, many are concerned
with the future of minors that are
interdisciplinary and are main
tained by cross-referencing
courses of many different disci
plines.
This past Monday, March 17,
about 40 students met in the Slavin
pit to discuss die ramifications that
this preexisting legislation” will
have on the current minors avail
able to students.
These students then met on
Wednesday, March 19 with
Canavan to present a written pro
posal expressing their immediate
and long-term concerns.
The proposal was drafted by
students of the Coalition for
Higher Learning, the name by
which students concerned about
this issue have designated them
selves.
The student proposal offered
three different alternatives to the
problem of double-counting ma
jors.
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The first option requires that
the current legislation which pre
vents students from double-count
ing be retracted in order to allow
students to achieve their desired
minor. The second option de
manded a three-year grace period
if the legislation is to remain in
tact. The grace period would allow
certain departments to make
changes such as hiring new faculty
and organizing as sufficient bud
get. The third option states that if
the administration denies these re
quests the only alternative would
be to remove such requirements as
the “Development of Western
Civilization” from the student list
of core courses in order to allow
students to “complete a minor
without cross referencing any
courses.”
Canavan reacted to the pro
posal by stating that the legislation
was made seven years ago and that
the administration was unaware
that students with certain minors
would be encountering difficulties.
According to Canavan, “The
problem has emerged this year
because of recently approved mi
nors, specifically Black Studies,
Environmental Studies, and
Feinstein Public Service.”
“I didn’t know there was a
problem,” Canavan stated, and
went on to note the various issues
that need to be addressed. He went
on to say that such an issue has to
do with how the academic curricu
lum of the school is perceived ex
ternally. In other words, a school

That’s Improbable!
by Carrie Spiros ’00

News Writer

Alcoholics wear big overcoats,
ripped gloves, and ask you for
change, don’t they? On Wednes
day, March 18 at 3:30 the Improb
able Players came to tell PC stu
dents otherwise. The presentation,
which was sponsored by the Alco
hol Awareness Committee, drew
around fifty students and staff to
’64 Hall to hear the one-man pro
duction by Player Bob Keene on
the issue of substance abuse.
All of the Improbable Players,
including Keene, speak from a
very personal background as re
covering addicts and/or alcoholics.
Laughter began to fill the room
when Keene, who is not only an
actor but a nationally known stand
up comic, started cracking jokes.
Though it was funny, the pre
sentation also contained valuable
information on the behaviors lead
ing to and surrounding addiction.
K.C. Ferrara, the chairperson of
the Alcohol Awareness Commit
tee, hoped students would “leave
there getting a lot of information
for themselves and provide oppor
tunity to think about alcohol and
drug abuse and the consequences

it brings to the many aspects of
your life.”
During the performance Keene
addressed issues like drunk driv
ing, denial, and family issues. He
felt as if he was giving something
back. “We didn’t have programs
like this when I was in college.
Maybe it would have affected the
way I look at things.”
A few of PC’s Residence Life
staff attended. Susana Faustino
‘98, a Dore Hall Residence Assis
tant, hoped to become more in
formed in order to pass informa
tion on to her residents.
The traditional “Just Say No”
approach toward substance abuse
education has not been as success
ful in the past. The Improbable
Players hope that this non-traditiona! way using improvisation,
comedy, and drama would get
through to those in the audience.
Student Jen D’Amae ’00 said
that she thought “it was very good
and it realistically portrayed how
people act.” She also found it ex
tremely funny.
Tracy Danneberg ’00 and
Melinda Austin ’00 both com
mented that they too “found it very
typical in how people act.” Both
agreed that it made them think.

Barbara Fiorvanti, coordinator
of the Step I peer education pro
gram, attended and felt Keene
“brought up many of the alcohol
related problems that occur such
as denial and family issues. It was
very worthwhile and extremely
student-oriented.”
The Players, who number
twenty-five in all, also address the
issue of substance abuse in rela
tion to domestic abuse and HIV,
and even give talks to elementary
school students.
Bob Keene finished up his talk
by giving some disturbing statis
tics. For instance, he said, out of
thirty-six people who try and get
help, only one succeeds. It is a
difficult process, but his message
was clearly not to give up or give
in, because life is much better so
ber.
If you or a friend are dealing
with a problem of substance abuse
and you want to get help or just
ask a question, here are some re
sources to turn to...The Student
Development Center at 65-2343,
STEP I Peer Education at 8652734, The Office of Residence
Life at 865-2392, Student Health
Services 865-2422, and the
Chaplain’s Office at 865-2216.

Richy Kless, Cont.
at St. Raphael’s, a high school in
Pawtucket, and his wife had just
graduated from PC the previous
year. In addition, Kless was also
in the process of entering the fire
service. He experienced a dual
tragedy as both students and
firefighters perished in the flames.
“I saw the tragedy from both
sides and there were just some gal
lant heroic moments,” said Kless,
“to the legacy of PC, the benefi
ciaries of that tragedy are [this]
generation that the fire and safety
standards are a result of that fire.
So their deaths were definitely not
in vain.”
Part of Kless’ job now is to en
sure fire safety in the halls by
working with both the director of
Physical Plant and the director of
Security to make sure that the
buildings and facilities on campus
are upgraded. For example, the
most recent topic is on the banning
of halogen lamps from campus,

which will be official after Spring
Break. Already banned at BC,
Holy Cross, Yale, Harvard, and
other New England schools, the
lamps are considered a fire hazard
as the bulb can often reach a heat
of 1800 degrees Fahrenheit.
“Some people may see it as an
inconvenience, and I’ll grant you
that,” said Kless, “but if it’s seen
as an inconvenience that will save
your life one day...” The unspo
ken conclusion is that the banning
of the lamps is definitely a worth
while inconvenience.
On his current job here at PC,
Kless considers it a great learning
and teaching experience. His per
sonal policy is to “put a face to the
problem.” He makes it a point to
explain to students who violated
the safety code why the rule is a
safety necessity, so that the student
may leave with a better under
standing (though perhaps a dis
gruntled understanding).
Kless also believes that his job
is to be an ambassador from Resi
dence Life to the Physical Plant,

and to balance the needs and the
desires of the students with the
long term interests of the college.”
As Assistant Director of Opera
tions, it is also his job to assess and
collate all damages and billing
with hall directors and resident as
sistants in the dorms and apart
ments, to ensure fire safety with
Physical Plant and Security, and to
supervise the graduate hall direc
tors in Fennell, Dore, and Guzman.
He also teaches theology at PC’s
School of Continuing Education.
Kless maintains that college life
should be a time of finding and
discovering yourself, not so much
during class time but also through
experiences such as parties, school
functions, or even cramming with
friends.
“PC is a very wholesome envi
ronment when it provides an op
portunity for young people to
grow, and I very much like to be a
part of that dynamic,” said Kless.
"The ideal of PC is the whole
someness and oneness of family,
warts and all.”

defines each minor in terms of the
necessary course requirements.
Canavan affirmed that “the is
sue is not the result of an arbitrary
decision” and that the recent memo
from Carol Hartley was merely “a
reminder of a decision that was
made several years ago.”
Canavan did admit, however,
that, the interdisciplinary minors
create an issue that must be ad
dressed.”
The meeting continued with
students presenting various ques
tions and concerns to Canavan.
Many concerns were raised by se
niors who have been working on a
minor for four years and art in
jeopardy of losing them, while
many other students were under
classmen who are unsure and in
some cases unable to proceed with
the minors that they have declared.
The meeting ended with
Canavan’s assurance that he would
be looking further into the matter.
He stated that there is both a long
term and short term problems to
be dealt with. To undertake the
immediate problem, individual

cases must be reviewed by Rev.
Robert E. Bond, O. P., Dean of
Undergraduate Studies.
Further, the matter must be
taken to the faculty Senate, nota
bly brought to the attention of Dr.
Patrick V. Reid, Theology profes
sor and Head of the Faculty Sen
ate. And third, Canavan states that
he plans to meet with den"-<ment
chairs and p^'-j ..ui directors to
discuss the issue. Canavan could
not, thou^.i, make any guarantees
about the next time he would be
prepared to meet with students
concerning this issue.
For the students present, there
were mixed feelings as to whether
any ground had been gained.
Brian Bucacci ‘97 stated the
concern of many students in say
ing, “There is a very real possibil
ity that three very specific minors,
Black Studies, Women’s Studies,
and Environmental Studies, will be
effectively wiped out by this
policy.”
“The administration cannot
honestly tell me that when minors
are reevaluated in the next few

months and only 2 or 3 people are
in certain minors that they will not
cancel such minors,” continued
Bucacci, “especially when most of
the people taking the classes are
doing so specifically for these mi
nors.”
As Jeremy Healey ‘97 stated,
“It was positive in that we’ve ac
knowledged there is a problem and
that the students are not happy.”
“The most important thing we
can do is recognize that it is not
just a short term problem and let
ting people graduate this year who
have cross-referenced courses will
not solve the problem,” continued
Healey. “ We have to recognize
that interdisciplinary minors
should be able to cross-reference
courses or if not then make adjust
ments to keep their minor.”
Concluded Healey, “The key is
to keep them [interdisciplinary
minors] alive and let them grow,
because that is what a liberal arts
education is all about and we need
them at this school.”

continued from page 3
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IN OUR OPINION...
No Delivery
This year The Cowl decided to adver
tise with Domino’s Pizza. We felt they
would better meet our needs and treat us
with the respect we believed was missing
from our relationship with our previous
service. Unfortunately we were wrong.
A full page ad in The Cowl runs $480.
We gave Domino’s this ad for $140 worth
of pizza, and rarely reached this limit.
In recent weeks when we called to place
our orders, we were ignored, hung up on,
and insulted. All because we ’called at the
wrong time.’ The telephone operators
were under the impression we received this
pizza free — and therefore did not treat us
as the paying customers we were. Tensions
culminated last week when we were called
'snotty, spoiled students.'
We are not telling you this for sympa
thy or pity. Rather we want to inform you
that there are many other pizza compa
nies around PC that would love to have
your business. We are a family at PC and
when one person/club is insulted the en
tire community is degraded. Domino's
does not deserve our business until they
learn to treat us with the respect we de
serve.

Friar Fever
To the Editor:
As I was glued to my television
this past Sunday afternoon while
our Friars battled Duke to advance
in the NCAA Tournament, I could
not help but agree with the sports
commentators. While the boys
were in the middle of upsetting the
Blue Devils, the commentators
were discussing how the Friars
have been getting a lot of grief in
the past couple of weeks back
home. The voices on the T. V. were
suggesting that maybe the Friars
had been doing so well against the
Blue Devils because they were
away from home, away from the
negativity and criticism. I think
maybe they were right. The team
has been faced with a lot of ups
and downs, on the court and off,
whether they have been in Provi
dence, New York, or North Caro
lina. But, in my opinion, the ups
in North Carolina this past week
end have certainly made up for the
downs.
The boys really did our school
proud as they gracefully pulled off
a win against Duke. I say this not
just because they won, but also
because of the way in which they
won. With Austin Croshere out for
a while with foul trouble as well
as a few other key players having
troubles with fouls, the rest of the
team really stepped up and helped
each other out. While Shammgod
and Cory Wright shared the re
sponsibility of running the show
form up top, Jason Murdock,
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Letters to the Editor
Another Perspective on
Working Mothers
To the Editor;
For the past two weeks The
Cowl has printed three pieces con
cerned with the issue of working
women having families. It occurs
to me that in all three of these ar
ticles the central focus of the com
ments has been on the woman and
her rights.
Before all the women get their
backs up and assume their defen
sive position, I mean to make the
point clear that I am in no way de
nying that these rights exist. What
I wish to express, however, is that
maybe we should consider this
from one more perspective.
We live in a society that focuses
intensely on the individual. What
“I” want and what “I” deserve or
have a right to is the ultimate con
cern of many people today. Some
times it seems this way even when
we talk about rights to career and
family, issues that obviously affect
others in addition to the individual
involved.
The concern here is that things
begin to sound as though i eople
“want it all”, and want to sai "ifice
nothing of their own in return.
There is positively nothing wrong

with desiring a career and success
in that occupation. There is noth
ing wrong with wishing to have a
family. 1 question, though, the
motivation behind it all.
“I want” to keep working. “I
want” to have a child. Selfish? 1
am inclined to say so, on the part
of all parties involved. Having a
sense of self worth and success is
extremely important, and men and
women, both, should feel free to
pursue all of their goals.
Different from such career am
bition, however, is the “I want”
when it refers to a child. Differ
ent, because it greatly affects an
other individual who has no say in
the “I want” of the deciding par
ties. Different because wanting a
child requires being unselfish.
Different because it requires sac
rifices be made by those who de
sire to bring a new human being
into the world. If the focus of hav
ing a baby stems from the “I want”,
then the child is being brought into
the world under the wrong pre
tense.
Babies should stem from an act
of love. Love is not selfish, it is

not concerned primarily with the
“I”. Having a child, a family, re
quires that sacrifices be made for
the benefit of the baby. It is not
necessary to throw away aspiration
in the careers of cither parent, but
ajoint effort derived from love and
sacrifice is required.
The woman should not neces
sarily be the party to give up ev
erything when the decision to have
a child is made. She and the fa
ther should, however, consider
their motivation and decide what
sacrifices they will each make in
their pursuit of what “I want”.
American society as a whole then
desperately needs to reevaluate the
self-centered attitude of what “ I
want”, “I deserve”, and “I have a
right to” in order to live more fully
human lives through unselfish
love. Lives that recognize that “1”
am not the only person affected by
my decisions. Lives that recognize
I have a responsibility to people
other than myself. Lives filled
with sacrifices for the love of oth
ers stemming from my own love.
Margaret Cotter ’97

U.S. Policy Against Castro
Good for Cuban People

To the Editor:
I am writing in response to
Jamie Lantinen’s article. “HelmsBurton Should Be Repealed.”
Jamel Thomas, and Derek Brown While some of the points presented
certainly pulled it all together in the article were welldown low to keep their team ahead intentioned, I believe Mr. Lantinen
for much of the game. While has fallen into the trap of gross
watching the game I was reminded over-simplification when it comes
of the article in last week’s Cowl to such an important issue. As the
about the guy’s basketball team son of a Cuban immigrant, and vic
entitled, “We Have to Live and Die tim of the Castro regime, I find it
for Each Other,” written by John disturbing that Mr. Lantinen sim
ply views the embargo as a way in
Carchedi.
The performances of the entire which the US is “asserting our
team both Friday and Sunday power to prove that we control the
proved this statement to be true, Western Hemisphere.” It seems to
without a doubt! Not only did the me that Lantinen shares the popu
boys on the court provide us with lar American analysis of the Cu
excitement and enjoyment but the ban situation, an analysis which
boys off the court also gave us reeks of Kiplingesque “little brown
something to smile about as they brotherism” and of “The White
swung their towels and jumped up Man’s Burden.” Hence, why is
and down on the sidelines. It took Cuba so poor? Because the US
the entire team to pull off that win maintains an economic embargo,
the way they did. To see the ec because the US maintains price
static looks on all their faces as the supports on domestic sugar, be
clock ran out and as they all cause the US doesn’t give Castro
hugged each other (something you a fair shake because he’s a Com
don’t usually see men do!) made munist, ad infinitum, ad nauseam.
me very proud of our team and of Without the United States, our
our school. What made me even little bothers in the Caribbean will
prouder was to realize that they forever be shoved under. Give me
won despite the pressures from a break. Would it blow your mind
doubtful students, cynical com if I told you that Cuba is a fabu
mentators, and fair weather fans. lously wealthy country? But it is.
They pulled off an excellent win Ample fresh water, rich land,
and it was obvious that they did it matchless tropical beaches, unlim
for each other. So, in closing I just ited solar power, deep natural har
wanted to say Congratulations bors, and enough produce from the
guys and good luck this weekend sugar industry to maintain a
nation’s worth of methanol needs.
in Alabama!
Guess what, great United States?
Cuba doesn’t need you, thank you
Julie Rand ’99
very much.

“The land is rich, but the people
are poor.” For thirty years, this has
been the Communist propaganda
fed to Cuban children and to col
lege students throughout the
world. And whose fault is it?
Why, it’s the capitalist monster to
the north. They’d like you to be
lieve that too. The fact remains
that the Cuban people are some of
the most ingenious
neurial people on Earth. Over the
years, Castro has stayed in power
for more than the simple reason
that his party has all the guns. He
has used the Cuban people's entre
preneurial instincts to keep the
country afloat, using a series of lib
eralizations and crackdowns. This
method ends up spreading wealth
to a few, then jailing those whose
economic instincts may “endan
ger” the nation. Castro has also
displayed a nasty habit of simply
freezing Cuban bank accounts in
order to maintain control of indus
try. Castro has also employed
similar practices in the fishing and
farming industries, but these are
stories which would be too long to
recount in this format. Suffice it
to say that the land is rich, but the
people are poor... and it’s by de
sign! Americans who blame the
problem on the US embargo
should stop flattering themselves.
Cuba can trade with any country
it wants to, from Canada to Den
mark, France to China. They can
and do, buy and sell anything. Ul
timately, the Cubans are going to
have to deal with these problems
themselves.
Now about the embargo. Many
Americans seem to overlook

Castro’s imperfections, such as his
affinity for sending junior-high
students to the firing squad if they
don’t accept the government’s au
thority over Catholic schools. In
stead, they view him as a misun
derstood liberal, a man who is sim
ply trying to take care of his coun
tries. The fact is he is a brutal des
pot, a man who has sent many
challengers to jail, exile, and death.
He has not survived for so long by
being a straight-forward man.
Whatever we do, he will use it
against us. Case in point, Jimmy
Carter. Jimmy Carter was a
straight-forward guy. When he
opened US shores for Cuban im
migrations, Castro responded by
sending shiploads of criminals and
lunatics. The result: Carter is hu
miliated, while Castro revels in his
genius. He has supported Com
munist uprisings in every Latin
American country conceivable,
and he still remains “the victim of
the U.S.” Giving this man anything
must be avoided at all costs. Only
when Reagan installed the strict
est of sanctions to date on Castro,
did he give up his zest for tamper
ing in other nations. So, while lift
ing the embargo would cause a
huge economic motivation for lib
eralization, it should only come
with some give and take. We have
a lot to offer. Let him earn it by
loosening his Communist grip, and
extending more of a democratic
hand. Until then, the US embargo
is vital, indeed more vital than Mr.
Lantinen would have you believe.
Bill Malaier ’00
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Respect for Immigrants Is
Part of Being American
by Tom Lyman '99

Editorial Writer

In our cities today we see new
faces all the time. Faces from other
countries, searching for a better life
in the “land of opportunity.”
Whether they come from South
east Asia, India, the Middle East,
Latin America and the Caribbean,
Africa, or Eastern Europe, they all
have a similar vision in mind.
These immigrants have a desire to
be independent, to be successful on
their own, and to start a new life
for themselves in a new place
where there is the potential for suc
cess. Many are poor when they
arrive. They know it may take time
and hardship before they achieve
success, but they sacrifice their
lives for those of their children.
They come legally, with the hope
of one day attaining citizenship,
the right to vote, and the ability to
run for office. They also come so
that their children may be edu
cated, safe, and have hope of mov
ing their social status upward.
These visions are not new. The
same images were alive in the

minds of early English, Irish, Ger
mans and other Northern Europe
ans, Chinese, and the many South
ern and Eastern Europeans who
arrived in the years between 1607
and 1924. For most Americans to
day, these groups of immigrants
are our own ancestors. We cannot
forget that our own ancestors,

and dangerous jobs, nativist neigh
bors, and culture shock. I know
mine did.
America is almost completely
composed of immigrant peoples.
Unless we are considering mem
bers or descendants of Native
American tribes like the Lakota
Sioux or Narragansett to name a

our own ancestors may have had
little help from native-born Ameri
cans, this has fortunately changed
today.
I think PC students in general
are good at recognizing this. This
is seen through the success of the
Feinstein Institute for Public Ser
vice, and the many ways to volun

We cannot forget that our own ancestors had the
same dreams and suffered through similar
hardships as those who immigrate to America today.
whether FFV’s(First Families in
Virginia) arriving in 1607 or Ital
ian peasants in 1907, had the same
dreams and suffered through the
similar hardships as those who
migrate to America today. Your
great grandparentsfor great-great
and so on) may also have had to
deal with the language barrier, with
low-paying, long-hour, difficult

few, no American can claim to be
any more American than another.
All Americans share this common
bond, and as the first person in
each of our families who emi
grated knew, it takes a long time
before substantial success is
achieved. It could take a genera
tion for complete adjustment cul
turally and economically. While

teer through PSO like Habitat for
Humanity and English as a Second
Language tutoring, to name a few.
I think also that the relatively large
number of PC students who choose
to study abroad indicates a desire
to understand the challenges of liv
ing in a new and totally different
place.

It is unfortunate that some ille
gal immigrants give all immigrants
a bad name. The fact must be re
membered that while illegal immi
grants exist, and some seem to
cross the border solely to benefit
from U.S. social programs, there
also exist hardworking, honest
immigrants, who work two jobs 6
days a week so that their children
can have what they did not. All im
migrants should not be lumped
into one group. They are as indi
vidual as the places from which
they came, and like any group of
people, immigrant or not, there
will be those that are honest and
those that are dishonest.
The next time each of us sees a
newly arrived immigrant strug
gling with the language, a 14 hour
day, or frowning neighbors, we
will hopefully remember with
pride our own ancestor who braved
the seas to escape the potato fam
ine, flee religious persecution, or
advance to a secure economic
class, and offer our understanding
and assistance to those who wish
to join our ranks.
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Ensuring Equality
of Opportunity
Means No Quotas
by Kristen Martineau '98

Editorial Writer

We live in a society where ev
eryone is concerned with the pro
tection of individual rights and
ensuring that all people are treated
fairly. As a result, policies such as
affirmative action have been de
signed to protect these individual
rights. It is a policy that should
guarantee that each individual is
evaluated according to his/her
qualifications. Affirmative action
policies have been used by em
ployers when screening applica
tions and also by college admis
sions officers when deciding who
will be accepted to a given institu
tion. If affirmative action was not
looked upon as a quota system, it
would be beneficial. Unfortu
nately, many times affirmative ac
tion policies are synomous with
quota systems and less qualified
applicants are either being hired or
admitted to institutions of higher
learning.
The term “affirmative action”
originated in a revised anti-dis
crimination order by President
Kennedy on March 6,1961. Ex
ecutive Order 10925 mandated
that all federal contractors “take
affirmative action to ensure that
applicants are employed and em
ployees are treated during their
employment without regard to
their race, creed, color or national
origin.” Affirmative action was

designed to ensure fair treatment
of women and minorities in areas
such as employment and educa
tion, and should not include quo
tas or preferential treatment. It
should only guarantee equal op
portunity. However, many Ameri
cans have begun to equate quota
systems with affirmative action.
The affirmative action debate is
especially prevalent with regard to
institutions of higher education.
Affirmative action with regard to
admissions decisions should allow
admissions officers to evaluate
economically disadvantaged stu
dents’ backgrounds, but in a raceneutral manner. However, many
students who are economically dis
advantaged are also students of
color. Therelore, it appears that
they are being admitted because of
their race, not because they lack
opportunities that privileged white
Americans enjoy. It is very diffi
cult to determine which schools
actually have a quota system be
cause admissions offices are reluc
tant to divulge statistical informa
tion. The affirmative action policy
is one that in its basic sense helps
those who are economically or so
cially disadvantaged. However,
quota systems do not solve any
problems but create new ones.
Supporters of affirmative ac
tion argue that race and gender
conscious policies are imple
mented to guarantee fully qualified
minorities access to institutions.

However, opponents argue that
affirmative action is a politically
correct term for quota systems that
often admit unqualified students.
They do not believe in the policy
at all. Supporters believe that stu
dents from economically disad
vantaged backgrounds have fewer
opportunities to become involved
in extra-curricular activities and
often are forced to work part-time
jobs. Opponents suggest that the
only way to gain equality is to en
sure that equality is the end result.
This means that every student
should receive an elementary and
secondary education that would
allow them to compete with stu
dents who are considered privi
leged.
There is no simple answer as
to whether or not affirmative ac
tion has succeeded in bridging the
gap between underprivileged and
privileged Americans. Certainly it
has opened many doors for people
who may otherwise not have had
the chance to compete with some
one who has had more opportuni
ties. I believe in affirmative ac
tion and trust that it is solely for
the benefit of making sure that
everyone is treated fairly and
justly. However, we need to make
sure that affirmative action is not
a mask for what is really a quota
system. Quota systems cause
more harm than good and certainly
do not ensure equality as the end
result.
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Perspectives on the Friars in Charlotte

Heading to Alabama?
You Won't Regret It
by Amy Rodrigues '97

Asst. Editorial Editor
1 am going to refrain from my
usual editorializing this week and
give y’all a taste of what it was like
to travel 1718 miles, living on ex
tremely inadequate amounts of
sleep and food, and living in un
sanitary conditions (due to lack of
extra clothing). Yes, I watched
Providence College beat Duke
University in their own backyard.
It was a highlight of college that I
will never forget — starting with
the road trip, the sun, the games,
the bars, the hundreds of single
male sports fans, their accents, and
the fact that Providence College
emerged on Sunday to rip away the
hopes of Duke fans for their
chance at an NCAA champion
ship. I write this to urge anyone
who is even thinking of hopping
on a plane, climbing into a car, or
rerouting their Spring Break plans
— just GO — whether we win
(which we will) or lose, it is defi
nitely worth the trip.
I say this in the wake of lack of
sleep, blowing off lots of respon
sibility, and thinking back to the
movie-like fun we had “on the road
to the NCAA’s.” More impor
tantly I say it as a second-semes
ter Senior (and proud Providence

The Cowl
Editorial Policy
1996-97
I. Commentary articles and
letters to the Editor are wel
come from any member of
the PC student body, faculty
or administration. Submis
sions from those outside the
PC community may be
printed if space permits.
II. AH submissions to the Edi
torial Department are sub
ject to the editing of the Edi
torial staff. If there is a spe
cific part of your letter you
do not wish to have altered,
please see a member of the
Editorial staff prior to pub
lication.
III. All letters must be double
spaced and limited to 250
words. Letters must be
signed; however, if you do
not wish to have your name
appear in print, please con
tact a member of the Edito
rial Staff or the Editor-inChief. Complete anonymity
may be granted if the subject
is of a particularly sensitive
nature.
IV. The staff respectfully re
quests that all articles con
tain no personal attacks.
V. All submissions must be
delivered to The Cowl office
no later than Tuesday prior
to Thursday publication.
VI. A11 letters accepted for
pubUcation are the opinions
of the writer only, and do not
necessarily reflect the view
points of the The Cowl staff.

College student) who was re
minded many times throughout the
weekend that chances like this do
not happen all the time. That is
what made me get in that car on
Thursday night and drive with six
others (without a map, mind you),
sleep wherever I found enough
empty space to do so, smell the

in front of a packed Coliseum of
Blue Devil fans (you know, like the
ones in the Civic Center who pay
the big bucks for the best scats to
just sit there), and snatch it all
away in front of a national audi
ence. It was exciting, it was fun,
and it was a time when school
spirit and pride shined through

dence College is on the bubble,
someone will take notice. Besides
all this, however, it means, and has
meant, a chance for the students
and players of Providence College
to be proud of the college that they
attend. Certainly, amidst all the
national attention and hype, we can
be proud of the fact that the hard

It was a time when school spirit and
pride shined through, while all North
Carolinians were asking themselves,
"Where is Providence, anyway?"
stench of New Jersey for four
hours, and watch us beat
Marquette (and realize that we
were going to be in North Caro
lina for a whole weekend). It was
this same pride and excitement that
made me revel in the joy of beat
ing Duke on their home turf. Just
picture it — a team from little ole
Providence, Rhode Island, playing

while all North Carolinians were
asking themselves, “Where is
Providence anyway?”
What this means for Provi
dence College as an institution is
big bucks, big publicity, and
boosted applications. It means that
the Big East may be taken more
seriously in years to come, and
may well mean that when Provi

work, dedication, and friendships
of these team members have
shown through and have helped to
bring home a truly memorable oc
casion to the halls of Harkins.
I realize the sappiness of this
article, and I am sure those that are
reading this can realize the lack of
sleep and nutritional balance that
I have endured. However, after

spending four years at this school
I realized this weekend that my
college experience would have
been much different and much less
valuable had I not been part of the
family we call PC. I understood
what it meant to belong to this fam
ily when I was standing with the
chants of “Let’s Go Friars” and
“We are- PC” surrounding me, and
looking around the coliseum at
rows of sad faces as they watched
this same little family from Provi
dence, Rhode Island accomplish
the “impossible,” and celebrating
amongst the rows of Section 126.
I knew then that the streets back
on campus were filled with cel
ebration, and I knew that everyone
would be talking about it. Mid
terms seemed to take a back seal,
life’s little annoyances were left
behind, and for a few seconds it
didn’t matter whether we would
win the next game or not— all that
mattered was that PC had proved
commentators, sportscasters,
alumni, and fans all wrong when
they embraced themselves as a
family that did the unthinkable.
All of you who are still thinking
about it — JUST GO — Alabama
(and much more) awaits!

Are We the Friars
or the Mutts?
by Elizabeth L. Duryea '97

Editorial Writer
I do not want to push this issue
much longer, but if you read my
last article in The Cowl about Friar
Boy you know how I feel about
having-him as our mascot. It
would have been an even sweeter
victory if the Providence FRIARS
had defeated the Duke Blue DEV
ILS. Unfortunately, no one in
North Carolina knew how to refer
to the team and could not recog
nize the irony (not to mention that
God cannot be defeated on a Sun
day). What should people call the
team from Providence-are they the
dogs or the Friars?
There was one question on the
lips of all the people I met in Char
lotte, North Carolina this past
weekend: “What’s with the dog?”
This question is of course in refer
ence to our mascot, Friar Boy, who
was also at the Charlotte Coliseum
cheering the Friars on to victory.
As you can see, I am not the only
person who is confused and dis
tressed about the Dalmatian and its
relevance to our team name. The
Marquette Golden Eagles had a
golden eagle representing their
team and the Duke Blue Devils had
Satan dressed in spandex threaten
ing the Providence College fans:

If other teams have mascots which
match their names than why don’t
we?
I was embarrassed as I tried to
explain the reason for having the
dog as a mascot when I knew that
it made no sense. Even people

been a mascot for the school since
the 1930’s. Other than the corre
sponding color of their fur and our
uniforms, how is a Dalmatian as
sociated with the Friar sports
teams?
The only other team that I can

--------------------------------- 'I
There was one question
on the lips of all the
people I met in Charlotte
this past weekend:
"What's with the dog?"
V___________________ J
who did not know what a Friar was
knew that a Dalmatian had noth
ing to do with the name of our
team. There were a number of
alumni who were unaware of the
change and agreed that the dog was
misrepresenting the school. I have
been told that the Dalmatian has

think of who has the same prob
lem with a mascot which is not
related to their name is the
Georgetown Hoyas (I would sus
pect those wacky Jesuits have
something to do with that). They
have had the same mascot for so
long that no one asks anymore “So

what the heck is a Hoya, anyway?”
Their consistency should be lauded
whereas our recent change is just
plain ridiculous. The Hoyas arc
not going to the Final Four.so they
don’t need to worry about a mas
cot, but wc do! I refuse to defend
the dog or its relevance to our
name when I get to Indianapolis.
I not only have an opinion
about the Dalmatian, but I have a
solution to the problem with the
dog: fix the Friar’s head and make
him a new habit with some of the
money we are making from the
NCAA tournament, and put the
Dalmatian into storage. Ask for
ideas from the community and stu
dents about how we can update the
Friar and reintroduce him. The
amount of negative feedback and
complaints I have heard about the
Dalmatian only indicates to me
that something needs to be done
about representing the Friars on the
court, the ice, and the playing
fields.
The next time someone asks you
about the Dalmatian at a sports
event just let them know that the
Friar has gone on sabbatical and
will be back for the victory cel
ebration after the win in Indiana.
Then we can send the Dalmatian
to the backyard where he belongs.
Long live the Friar!
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Justice is

Handed to
Tobacco
Companies
>y Mike Sullivan '97

editorial Writer
It looks as if the tobacco indusy, one of the most powerful and
ealthy industries in the world,
is finally met its match. On
onday the U.S. Supreme Court
jected a challenge to the Florida
ate law that allows the state to
ie cigarette producers for the cost
smoking-related illnesses. In
ring so the court has cleared the
ay for Florida and 21 other states
press on with their lawsuits
;ainst cigarette manufacturers in
hich they seek reimbursement
>r public funds spent on health
ire costs related to smoking,
'hile the people in the tobacco
dustry argue that this is a viola>n of their rights, in reality it is
e first step in combating the
eatest public health threat in our
luntry: smoking.
Tobacco is the most lethal drug
ailable today. For all the hype
e hear about the dangers of alco>1 and drugs, it is really tobacco
at kills the most people. Every
:ar smoking kills more Ameriins than alcohol, cocaine, crack,
•roin, homicide, suicide, car acdents, fire, and AIDS combined,
ibacco not only hurts smokers
it non-smokers as well. Nonlokers have to pay higher taxes
cover the high Medicare costs
' smokers. Also, for every eight
nokers who die from the habit
ey take one innocent victim of
cond hand smoke with them. Yet
hen you look at how accessible
garettes are to minors, you would
ink it was the safest of these

Pink underwear and bologna
andwiches for inmates contribite nothing to society. With cries
or harsher punishments for innates, wardens around the counry have begun programs to try
ind counteract the increase in
violence in America. The probem is, they are hot working. In
lddition, calls for more prisons
md higher incarceration has only
resulted in high recidivism and
grumpy prisoners.
The "three-strikes and you are
out laws" which have been imple
mented in several states have
proven flawed. In states with the
'three-strikes" law, crime rates
lave not dropped any lower than
in states without the law.
Jail population in the last ten
years has doubled, creating
crowding and the possibility of
prison riots. In one county in
Arizona, prisoners did riot when
they were forced to eat bologna
’.hree times a day and wear pink
jnderwear. In other prisons, tele
vision and weightlifting privi

God Is
Dead At PC
by Joseph Desrosiers '99

Contributing Writer

"God is dead!" Western Civi
lization does have its uses. This
time, Nietzsche has his moment
of being brought into modern col
lege life. Nietzsche purports that
although God does exist, He has
drugs.
no direct impact on our everyday
It is estimated that one million lives. At least, that is what
kids under the age of eighteen start Nietzsche observed about society.
smoking every year. This is pri What does this philosophy have to
marily the result of ad campaigns do with Providence College?
by cigarette manufacturers that are More than you probably realize.
intentionally aimed at getting
According to its mission state
young teens to light up. With ment, “Providence College is a
around 400,000 of their customers primarily undergraduate, liberal
dying every year because of smok- arts, Catholic Institution... The
ing alone, cigarette companies college actively cultivates values
have to find large numbers of new within the context of Judaeocustomers in order to keep the Christian heritage... These values
profits coming in. This is why they are nurtured by the unique tradi
are targeting teens. Studies have tion of the Dominican Order which
shown that if a person has not emphasizes quality teaching and
started smoking by age eighteen he scholarship.” It goes on to say,
or she probably never will. If the Providence College recognizes the
tobacco industry does not recruit unity of the human family that pro
people while they are still young ceeds from its one Creator... It
they will probably never recruit therefore encourages the deepest
them. As a result they would lose respect for the essential dignity,
tens of billions of dollars.
freedom and equality of every per
Allowing adults to smoke is one son...” Does the college actually
thing; they already understand the live up to its Catholic mission
danger they are putting themselves which is so eloquently presented
in. But someone who is only in its mission statement? The col
twelve or thirteen is not mature lege certainly needs much im
enough to realize that smoking can provement in its efforts to practice
lead to an early and painful death. what it preaches.
Laws should be made that seri
Prior to entering Providence
ously restrict the availability of College, I received many pam
cigarettes to minors and there phlets and other official informa
should be severe penalties for tion booklets that explained the
those who ignore these laws. The atmosphere at Providence. It
federal and state governments have stressed the importance of the Do
to pump more money into smok minican tradition and its Catholic
ing education programs for school identity. Many of the pictures il
kids. Also, state governments lustrated Friars teaching classes,
across the country must continue playing football with the students
to take cigarette companies to (?in a habit?) and so forth. Much
court and hold them accountable of the text stressed the importance
for the money their products cost of Truth (Veritas, found in the
taxpayers each year.
college’s seal) and its central role
in education, namely that all areas
ot its education turn to and even
tually aid in finding the Ultimate
Truth. This coincides with the
mission of Providence College. It
illustrates well what Providence
College’s mission statement at
tempts to achieve. But, to my sur
leges have been restricted. The prise, after coming to school here
combination of these things has for almost two years, I find little
caused great consternation atnong truth in what I read prior to atten
dance. Unfortunately, even
prisoners.
though there is still a Dominican
The cost of increased inmatespresence on campus, the college
even - with decreased privileges - seems to be using this religious
is astounding. In some areas, pris order merely as a selling point for
oners cost as high as 1,600 dollars attracting students.
per prisoner per month. "Three
I never had the experience of
Strikes" laws not only appear to be going on a “Friar Tour. However,
failing, they are expensive.
I have had the experience of hear
The intentions behind many of ing parts of several tours while
these attempts at reform have been sitting in Aquinas chapel. “You
good. After all, why should pris don’t have to go to Mass. You can
oners reap benefits like go when you feel like it, or when
weightlifting, when children are you have problems. PC. is a
starving? Early results show, how Catholic college, but they don’t
ever, that being mean to prisoners force it on you. Really all you are
does not necessitate a decrease in have to do is take a couple of the
crime. More comprehensive mea ology classes. Besides that, there
sures on the other end must con is no God ‘stuff’ that you have to
tinue to be implemented. Lower
do.” That is the gist of what I hear
poverty and better education have
time and time again when tours
always been the key to crime re
come through Aquinas. It is true
duction. Unhappy prisoners does
not mean a happy society. A more that PC. does not force Catholi
equitable and just society means cism on its students. It shouldn’t.
But what kind of remark is that
fewer prisoners.
from one who is representing the
- Jamie A. Lantinen '97
college to prospective students. I
________________________

Jail and Society
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am not condemning the Friars.
However, I am illustrating an ex
ample of the mentality of the ma
jority of the campus concerning
the college’s Catholic identity.
According to Ex Corde
Ecclesiae (of which PC. is sub
ject to), Catholic universities have
the privileged task to “unite exis
tentially by intellectual effort two
orders of reality that too frequently
tend to be placed in opposition as
though they were antithetical: the
search for truth, and the certainty
of already knowing the fount of
truth.” This document stresses the
importance of a continuous re
newal of Catholic universities as
both “universities” and as “Catho
lic.” “For what is at stake is the
very meaning of scientific and
technological research, of so
cial life and of culture, but, on an

A Catholic
college has
the mission
of spreading
God's Word
through the
classroom
and its
campus
ministry.
L---------------- J
even more profound level, what
is at stake is the very meaning of
the human person.” How many
times in a chemistry, biology, so
cial work, women’s studies or
Feinstein class have you been ex
posed to the relation between these
respective subjects and their con
tribution to Truth? It is understood
that vocations are low and the la
ity are needed in teaching at Catholic Institutions. It is perfectly
within the “prophetic” mission of
every Christian layman. However,
do the “secular” departments inte
grate and teach in relation to the
search for Truth? Most do not. Civ
is a perfect example of how inte
gration works. There are prima
rily four subject areas which are
integrated into a single course. A
Catholic college has this same task
of integration. All its subjects are
to be taught in light of the JudaeoChristian tradition, and even more
so, of the Dominican tradition.
You would be surprised as to
what one can hear faculty talking
about. I have heard comments
such as, “Those priests should
keep to Mass and Theology,^and,

“They have no business in our de
partment,” (department name is
withheld for proper reasons). As
stated in P.C.’s mission statement
and according to the guidelines set
forth in Ex Corde Ecclesiae, faith
and the subjects of intellectual dis
course are not in opposition to each
other. The goal of an institution
such as ours is to promote dialogue
between the two and find the true
meaning of its study.
A Catholic College has the mis
sion of spreading God’s Word
through the classroom and its cam
pus ministry. A Catholic Univer
sity “...pursues its objectives
through its formation of an authen
tic human community animated by
the spirit of Christ” (Ex Corde
Ecclesiae). As the mission state
ment of P.C. says, our College
looks to foster a human family
under Christ here on campus. This
is the second major aspect of its
mission statement to be lacking
practice. If you speak with the
alumni of Providence College,
you will soon find out how differ
ent P.C. was twenty years ago. If
you ask some of the older employ
ees of the college what the com
munity was like, you will soon
find a much different college.
What has happened to the college
that causes the employees to no
longer think of PC. as home? Why
do employees regret coming to
work everyday? Boy, the food
from Sodexho is so much better
than it was last year!!!! Thank
goodness we fired all the food ser
vices employees so some could be
rehired by a private company with
low pay and loss of benefits; a
company who has no daily inter
action with the students and where
P.C. is just another account in their
books. What is going to happen
to security and physical plant
workers whose contracts arc about
to expire; the families that will be
effected and the employees of five,
ten or twenty plus years? Stop and
talk to some of them and you will
find out how badly they are treated.
There is no longer a family here at
P.C. Just a bunch of people work
ing for a living because they have
to, not because they find a home
here at Providence.
Catholic universities, “hold a
cultural and religious meaning of
vital importance because it con
cerns the very future of human
ity.... Catholic teachers are to be
faithful to, and all other teachers
are to respect, Catholic doctrine
and morals in their research and
teaching.” (Ex Corde Ecclesiae)
I urge the administration and fac
ulty to renew its Catholic identity
and take the necessary steps to
make P.C. a home and family once
again. It is high time P.C. fires
some of the teachers (even disas
sembles some of the departments)
and administration who defy the
Magisterium and work to take
away the little Catholic identity we
have, instead of persecuting those
who work so hard to make PC. a
united, Catholic family. I pray that
the administration steps out of their
sheltered offices once in a while,
and for those that do, to have the
courage to do what is necessary.
Like Neitzschc, I too must pur
port that God is Dead; at least at
Providence College.
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To
All
My
Part Two
Adoring Fans

by Patrick Canole '97

Features Writer

Woke up at 7:00 AM just to be
sure that I would be ready by 9:30.
Although the bed was comfortable,
I got a lousy night’s sleep. Bad
sinus headache. Should have put
on heat. Watched “Sports Center”
for half hour. Showered, shaved,
got dressed, brought out stuff to
car. Went back to room for one
last check (I still don’t trust my
self). Ordered European Conti
nental Breakfast from dining area
and checked out. Apparently, blue
berry muffins, juice, banana nut
bread and fruit are all the rage for
breakfast in Europe. I think I may
have grabbed a piece of bacon as
well, so technically I got the
American Continental Breakfast.
I’m not paying an extra $ 1.50 for
a piece of bacon. After my meal, I
said good-bye to the hotel. My
first trip as a business traveler is a
success so far. I feel so grown up.
Drive down the street 1/4 mile
to the building I’m looking for. It
is now 9:08. Visitor parking area
closed for snow removal. I had to
park right in front of the building.
I think I parked in some really im
portant person’s spot (that’ll be
great — I’ll wind up not getting
an offer from here because of a
parking faux pas). It’s still too
early to go in, so I put on the ra
dio. I get a feel for just how far
down Connecticut I’ve traveled
when I’m able to listen to Howard
Stern on a New York City radio
station.
Walk into the building at about
9:14. Oooh, indoor waterfall.
Take elevator to fourth floor. This
is one of them casual offices, so I
really stick out wearing a suit, like
I’m there for an interview or some
thing. Someone comes up to me
and asks “Are you here for an in
terview? I’ll go get Terri.” Then,
a few minutes later, “She’ll be right
out. Take a seat.” I walk into the
reception area and take a seat in
what can only be described as the
world’s ugliest purple velvet office
furniture. I quickly realize that this
ugliness is only a trick. These are
in fact the most comfortable chairs
I’ve ever sat in. I notice there is
no reading material so I pretend to
be interested in reading my own
resume again. This gets tiring
quickly, so I close my eyes for a
second. Oh, that’s dangerous. I
could sleep right now. I hear the
chair tell me to relax and take a
little 10 minute nap. I fall deeper
into the arms of the chair, and re
lax my whole body. “Now I’ve got
you!” the chair shouts, as it grabs
my torso with its arms. I struggle
to be released, while trying not to
get my suit wrinkled at the same
time. It proves too strong and
sucks me in. Once inside the
treacherous but comfy cushions, I
hear the screams of others who
have suffered the same fate. Mo
ments later, someone checks in on
me. I am saved. The chair is
forced to spit me out so it doesn’t
get caught by the human resources
person. Bad chair. Mean chair.
I quickly pretend like nothing
happened, and walk to my first in
terview. The challenge of inter-

views is to stay awake, pay atten
tion, give the answer they are look
ing for, try not to be thinking about
the 37 other things I have to do
later, and resist the temptation to
enjoy the view out the window. Do
I really want to relocate? Of
course! Yes, I love working as part
of a team. No, I don’t think the
fact that my major has nothing to
do with the position I’m interview
ing for will be a problem. How
did I end up at Providence? Where
do I see myself thirty minutes from
now? Oh boy, good thing I took
that Tagamet after breakfast. For
underclassmen readers, I’m not
going to try and sugarcoat this and
say that it really isn’t that bad a
process. It’s hell.
Later, on a between-interviewtrip to the bathroom, I try to
smooth out some of the wrinkles
from my encounter with the chair.
I put a little water on my hands and
wet down the fly-aways. Suddenly
I notice the nose hair protruding
from my left nostril. Panic. Not
having a pair of scissors on me, I
try to pluck it with my fingers. I
realize that’s not going to work as
the tears swell up in my eyes. My
only hope is to inhale deeply and
try to get it to stick to the others
back inside. I take some more
water on my hands and try to get
this fly-away to be good.
The interviews continue from
9:30 to 2:20. I could break them
up and tell you about each one, but
that would be too boring for you
and too painful for me. I felt that
the rest of the interviews went
well. However, as it turned out, I
did not get the job (I still think it
was the parking thing). Eventu
ally, I get back to PC. I realized
how much I like coming back by
how much I like being missed. Not
that I want to be away all the time,
but the best thing about going
away is coming back. It makes me
feel all good and loved. And you
realize how great it is to have
friends. Drugs are bad, diversity
makes us better people, and San
Demas High School Football rules.
And the most important thing is
that I like myself, love conquers
all, and tomorrow is going to be
O.K. Just don’t park in someone
else’s spot.
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by Sarah Antoniello '98

Features Writer

This is my last Features article
of the year. Now, now, hold back
those tears, I’m not gone for good.
It will be hard, but you will make
it without me for a little while.
I would like to use my last ar
ticle (sigh...) to put some closure
to my past stories. Everything that
I have ever written has been true.
Oka ', I’ve never really turned into
a pickle, but you know what I
mean. So, because they really hap
pened to me, these stories arc on
going. For example, I still can’t
get the Shuttle when I call for it
and I still can’t turn on the stove
without challenging the safety of
the good citizens of Mai Brown.
So for all you devoted fans who
keep clippings of my life-enhanc
ing articles, take out your I Love
Sarah scrapbooks because I am
going to fill you in on the next
stages of some of my past adven
tures.
Let’s start with the Elmobile.
Okay, so you know about the Hat
tire and the brakcs-of-dcath, but
did you know that I got the
Elmobile back and we’ve Deen
traveling together happily ever
since? Well, it didn’t happen. No
sooner did I have him back at
school than he started leaking
some kind of funky liquid. I
blamed it on the parking lot, but
then couldn’t explain why the car
wouldn’t start. So, Elmo got a ride
on a flatbed towing-lhingy all the
way back to Swampscott. And
now he has a new transmission and
a few other vital parts that I can’t
remember the names of.
I’m in the Cowl office last week
and in walks a security guard. He
says, “Hey, did any of you write
that article about the ant farm?” I
identify myself and he continues,
“What ever happened to the ants?
You left me hanging. I wailed and

it, not enough to write a story on.
I am, however, very impressed
that there’s someone out there who
has been thinking of my little
friends, God rest their anlennaed
souls, ever since I mentioned them
way back in October.
Oh, and by the way, the water
pressure in my shower went back
to being non-existent and my
closet light stopped working again,
but 1 didn’t have the heart to tell
my pals from the Physical Plant.
Sorry, guys!
So, that’s about it. I never dyed
my hair green again and I still can’t
cook corn nibblets to save my life,
so I’m pretty much done tying up
the lose ends of my past articles.
(Wouldn't want to leave any secu
rity guards hanging.) But, how
ever, there have been a lot of ar

ticles that 1 thought about writing,
but never got the chance. But
those will come next semester,
have no fear.
There is one article that I prom
ised to write and never did that has
left a huge guilty feeling in my
stomach. I am still going to write
it, but it should have been in 77ze
Cowl months ago. I apologize to
those whom I have made wait so
long and I can’t leave for the year
without at least mentioning the
core of what I was and still am
going to write.
So, here it is. I, along with
many members of the PC commu
nity, believe that the DWC pro
gram at this school is institution
ally racist because it sends the mes
sage that the Western culture is
more important than the cultures
to which others belong. By mak
ing Civ a required course which
meets five days a week for two
years, the school is implying that
the histories of other cultures is not
relevant to one’s education at a lib
eral arts school.
Now, I know it is not very pro
fessional of me to throw this heavy
issue in at the very end of my last
article of the year, but I needed to
write it for my own conscience.
And since this article is all about
me, I get to do whatever I want!
So, if anyone wants to write this
article for me, feel free to submit
it to The Cowl. (Just don’t ask Dr.
Barbour for his opinion about this
whole thing!) And, if not, you will
all hear from me again.
That’s it. I’m done. 1 am aware
that there is going to be a lot of
unhappy people in this world now
that I am no longer submitting
weekly articles for The Cowl. But,
my dedicated followers, stay
strong and hold on to your scrap
books because I, Sarah, will be
back with life-altering stories
again before you know it.

One White Duck
by Sarah Valente ’99

Features Writer
Have you ever been walking
around campus and noticed some
one smiling, and wondered why
they were smiling? Did they just
ace an exam or find out their class
was canceled? I am amazed by
those people who always seem to
be happy, who never let anything
get to them. I guess this amaze
ment is due to the fact that I am
not one of those people, but there
are a few things that will always
make me happy. So, here are just
a few things that make me smile.

1. getting a long distance phone
call (especially from someone far
away!)

EPISODE XXIII: DRIVEN FROM “PRINTER’S PERCH” ON
THE OVERHANG OF OLNEYVlLLE THE POMEGRANATE
CREW, KNOWING THEY MUST RECONQUER THEIR
TURF* AND DESTROY THE EVIL OTHERS" BONDED’"
TOGETHER INTO ONE IMPENETRABLE HARDENED
WATERPROOF MASS OF T-SHIRT INK""

I THE ADVENTURE BEGINS

waited for another article about
how they were doing.”
This poor man has been
huddled around his pile of Cowls
for the past five months reading
each issue cover to cover in antici
pation. All he wanted in life was
to know whatever became of my
little ants.
So this one’s for you, Sarge. 1
didn’t write another article because
they all died. 1 let the last one free
about a week after I got it. That’s

2. long talks with my roommate
3. a thunderstorm in the summer
4. getting flowers for no apparent
reason
5. looking through old photo
graphs and letters
6. watching a really close football
game (especially when the Steelers
win!)
7. getting good email (which usu
ally does not include forwards)
8. watching the sun rise
9. watching the sun set
10. looking at a sky full of stars
and knowing that someone may be
looking at the exact same ones
11. unannounced visits
12. a southern accent
13. sing-a-longs with my sister
14. birthday cards

15. the smell of chocolate chip
cookies
16. a package slip in my mailbox
17. knowing I only have one
month left of CIV
18. talking about sports with my
grandfather
19. fireworks on the Fourth of July
20. seeing one white duck sitting
in the middle of a lake
It is important to not take things
in your life for granted, and the
best way to not do this is to peri
odically think about what makes
you happy. If you can make a list
like this (not necessarily as long),
I guarantee that you will look at
your life differently. It’s the little
things that make a big difference!

POMEGRANATE
SCREENPRINTING & DESIGN

751-9729
COLLECT THE WHOLE PRtNTERWARS
SERIES AND GET A FREE T-SHIRTTII
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The Mating Call of
the Yellow-Breasted
Sales Clerk
by Jason D'Acchioli ’00

Features Writer
I know that each and every one
of you has had this experience at
some point in your lives: you’re
browsing in a store, completely
oblivious to the outside world,
concentrating on what you need to
get done. Maybe you’re looking
for a shirt. Maybe you’re looking
for a new stereo. Maybe you’re
even, as I was this weekend, look
ing for a new computer. Regard
less of what you’re looking for, the
point is you know what you’re
lookingfor. So there you are, plod
ding along in ignorant bliss, when
all of a sudden you sense
something’s watching you. You
can feel it. The hair on the back of
your neck bristles. Every instinct
comes alive. And then, out of the
corner of your eye, you see it com
ing towards you, stalking you.
Ready to pounce like a panther.
You try to avoid it, hoping it won’t
see you. You avert your eyes, pray
ing that it won’t attack something
that’s ignoring it. But it’s no use.
It smells fresh blood, and before
you know it its rushing you, charg
ing at you, and then it’s all over,
it’s too late, it’s—
“Hi! Is there anything I can
help you with today?”
“No thanks, I’m just looking. "
“Are you absolutely positive? ”
“Yes: I'm not looking for any
thing special. ”
“No, I really think you could
use some help..."
“Look, sir, I’m really all set. I

don't need any help whatsoever.
Sir, what are you doing? Why are
you looking at me like that? What’s
wrong with you?! Sir?! FOR THE
LOVE OF GOD, PUT DOWN
THE KNIFE! IT’S NOT WORTH
IT! SIR!! DON’T DO IT MAN"
Perhaps I’m being a bit on the
melodramatic side (not by much,
though), but I think you get my
point: nothing could be more
frightening than a rabid sales clerk.
Let’s put this into the context
of what happened to me this week
end. I was shopping around for a
new computer, and I was hitting
all of the usual places where com
puters can be found: Office Max,
Circuit City, Comp USA, etc.
Computer shopping is something
I know how to do, as I know quite
a bit about computers, or at least
enough to sound like I’m smarter
than I am (“Did you say you had
EDO RAM? Wow!’’) Anyway,
there I was, looking at different
models and comparing prices
when a salesman (I’ll call him Bob,
as all salesman seem to be called
Bob) came up to me. I should have
known that Bob was going to at
tack me because I made eye con
tact with him the moment I entered
the computer department. Bob
immediately asked me how I was,
and if there was anything he could
“help” me with. Instead of saying,
“The only way you could help me
would be to take a bath in sulfuricacid, ” I kindly told him that I was
just looking. He shot me a very
confused glance when I said this;
it's as if he thought I had spoken

Ancient Greek. Figuring I was ei
ther insane or stupid, Bob pro
ceeded to describe, at length, the
advantages of the price protection
plan his store offered. He left after
about ten minutes of blathering,
though. Bob must have gotten the
hint when I started talking to my
imaginary friend Harvey about the
advantages of plastic explosives.
Bob was, of course, not the only
salesperson I encountered on my
quest for a computer. I also en
countered his evil twins Bob2,
Bob3, Bob4, and Bob5, all of
whom are, in actuality, genetically
altered aliens participating in a se
cret government conspiracy to in
tegrate inhabitants of the planet
Zort into human society; but that’s
another story for another time.
Where was I going with all this? I
had a point somewhere... Ah, yes!That’s it! My point is that even
though salespeople try to be help
ful, and I realize they are trying to
make a living, they should also
know when its time to buzz off,
instead of circling people as if they
were carrion. For as a wise man
once said: “Learn ye not to harass
thine customer, lest yefeel the sting
o' your competition, to whose busi
ness I will gladly take mine
money. " Or something like that.

Note: Jason is not the proud owner
of a new computer, which was, if
you can understand what he was
saying, the point of the above ar
ticle.

Features Writer
Ever hear the song by U2
“Where the streets have no
names?” For some odd reason I
always believed this song to be
symbolic of a lost soul looking for
its place in this world. Little did I
realize that the Irish band was ac
tually speaking of their fair emer
ald isle, where, the streets really
have no names!
What an odd concept?! Here
in America we are so used to giv
ing directions such as make a left
on Admiral Street, then continue
until you see a stop sign, at which
you should make a right on to
Huxley Avenue. In Ireland direc
tions usually follow more like, go
past old man McDonnell’s farm for
a little while, when you pass the
pub with the Guiness sign (like
there aren’t several in every town),
you are going the right way. Con
tinue on, make a left when you get
to the school yard and you’ll be
there. Could you imagine the re
action of people if you gave them
directions to downtown Provi
dence in this way?
Now, I don’t mean to sound
condescending of the country from
which my family stems. In fact,
while I was visiting Ireland with

friends last summer, I met tons of
interesting people. But, the most
interesting of them all where defi
nitely my relatives.
My grandmother had told me
that I had second cousins in Ire
land whom I should go visit. So,
one day during our trip my friends
and I decided that it would be in
teresting to explore my family tree.
Therefore, we set off in a car so
old the gears had to be switched
to the left of the steering wheel.
Driving was also done on the op
posite side of the road, which is a
story in itself. Anyway, after at
tempting to find my relative’s
house for hours (there where no
street signs to assist us!), we finally
came upon it. A little house on a
farm with a “shed” in the backyard.
It was just as my grandmother had
described that it would be. But
what we didn’t expect was to get
greeted by two completely tooth
less individuals. When I say tooth
less, 1 mean that they had not one
mere resemblance of a tooth in
their mouths. Not dentures, no
rotten teeth, nothing. My friend
and I kept our composure through
out the introductions and apolo
gized for just showing up on their
doorstep (of course, they had no
phone so we couldn’t call). But it
was as we entered their home that

Your
Friendly
Friar

Help me Friendly Friar,
He's not exactly your idea of Mr. Right. He’s crude, obnoxious
and very rough around the edges. But he’s gorgeous and he makes my
life much more interesting. Honestly, my life wouldn’t have been out of
the ordinary if it were not for Josh*. Please tell me if I’m completely
out of my mind or if I’m just like the rest of creation that just wants a
little something that causes a butterfly or two in the stomach. My friends
and family are telling me that I should forget him. My right mind tells
me to forget him. It’s the rest of my being that tells me to stay with him.
Please help me, Friendly Friar.
(*- name changed)
Torn by temptation,
D.M.
Dear “Torn...,”
Don’t fret, we’ve all been don’t be a fool. You know that he’s
there. Let’s face it, life on the not a model citizen and that he
Providence College campus isn’t knows how to have a good time.
overwhelmingly exciting (unless, This doesn’t mean that everything
of course it has something to do he does is right for you. Learn to
with basketball). So it is our re make your own decisions based on
sponsibility to find our own what you know about yourself.
method of entertainment. How Everything in life is a learning ex
ever, there is “more to life than perience. Maybe being with this
boys” as Mom always said and guy will teach you a little more
from my experience, there are about who you are. So yeah, stay
many young women out there who with him. Just remember, don’t be
have not quite excepted this fact. stupid — stick with what you be
We, as women, owe it to ourselves lieve in. Please promise yourself
to get as much out of life as pos that much.
sible and not rely on anyone else
If things don’t work out
in the process (a little help here and with you two, maybe you should
there is fabulous though). My think of taking up skydiving or
point is, as long as this guy is treat something. It sure beats sittin’
ing you right, there’s no need to around watching a basketball
“forget him.” Just make sure that game in your dorm.
you don’t make him your whole
life. It’s not worth it. Sure, have
Perfectly Placid (hardly),
fun — that’s a good thing. Just
Friendly Friar

Indoors, Intense,

Guiness Guzzling
and Potato Eating
by Ali Fallon '98

March 20,1997

things became really interesting.
They had a room probably about
the size of a McVinney dorm room
that acted as their living room and
kitchen. While they did have elec
tricity, they used a wood stove for
heating and had a refrigerator
about the size of those typically
found in a college dorm room. The
biggest surprise of all though came
when my friend asked to use the
facilities and was told that the
“shed” outside was actually an
outhouse! Inside of it there was
merely a toilet seat over a hole in
the ground! Interesting huh? Now
remember, this is last summer, not
1910!
I could tell enough stories about
Ireland to fill this entire paper. It
is such a magnificent country. It
is definitely so much more than “a
country filled with Guiness guz
zlers and potato eaters” (several
Irish guys asked me why Ameri
cans all had this perception of
them). It is a beautiful country
filled with tons of amazing people.
But, if you ever go to Ireland, may
the luck of the Irish be with you!
You will need it if you attempt to
venture anywhere! Remember to
take note of landmarks, because,
their are no street signs!
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A Touch
of Fiction

Loved
Anguish
by Lori D. McCrevan '99

Features Editor
She always told me that I was
too young to understand her
troubles, but I think that I knew her
better than she cared to admit. I
was the one that was there to pick
up the pieces when Mom wouldn’t
talk to her, or when she needed
someone to yell at. I could not
leave, even though sometimes I
wanted to. I had to live there be
cause I was too young to have a
place to run.
She packed her suitcase with
the radio on, but she did not sing
along like she usually did. I sang
the words I knew, trying to encour
age her to join me, but she re
mained silent. I tried to tell myself
that she was not running away. She
was going back to the life she once
knew simply because it was all that
she had to fall back on. It did not
matter that she hated it there. At
times like these, the melodramatic
would always choose what she saw
as the lesser of two evils.
I never really thought that she
would leave us again. Our infre
quent phone calls were enough to
convince me that she was not as
happy as she would have imag
ined. However, her impulsive
mind now told her that it was time
for her to go back, even though I
knew that she should stay. I was
not happy that she had been sick,
but I was glad that something fi
nally forced her to come home.
Yet, now she wanted to go back. I
thought that she had everything
here — except him. Maybe he was
all that she ever really needed or
wanted.
My first impression of Peter
had been mixed. Their personali
ties were opposite, and their com
mon interest were few. But, she
told me that- he was the right one
for her. I chose to accept this with
out questioning. He appeared to
love her neurotic tendencies and
would let her yell, knowing that
she would eventually forgive him
for what he not done. She vented
at him, not me, and he took her
devotion in exchange. As I saw it,
they both needed someone, and
they chose each other by default.
Love was different for them, but it
was there all the same. They shared
what they were missing and almost
made a whole person. She needed
to convince herself that she was ca
pable of being loved; he needed
her to be at his side for his secu
rity. It worked for awhile, but then

he decided that he could have an
other girl at his side that would be
simpler. I would have thought that
their relationship would have been
strengthened with her home, but
she was no longer an asset, but a
nuisance.
She still went to class every
day, throwing herself into her
school work. I never saw her study
so hard — she never needed to.
The school was too easy for her,
but it was all that was around in
her price range: scholarships are
hard to come by after a mid-semes
ter transfer. She made the Dean’s
List and got her name in the pa
per. I hung it on my wall. She
scowled at it. She could never be
proud of herself. I had to do it for
her.
Last month she showed us the
acceptance letter. We were all
shocked. No one knew that she had
reapplied to Virginia. She in
formed us that she was going. She
did not ask what we thought. She
knew what she wanted to do; it was
her first and last semester home. I

She could only see
what she wanted to
be miserable
about...It was a
shame she could not
see her life through
my eyes.
started to miss her in the instant
she said that she was leaving.
She turned off the radio, un
plugged it, and took it to her car
with her suitcase. I still sat on her
bed, hoping that she would forget
something and come back. Maybe
she would realize that she forgot
to say good-bye to me. I watched
the clock for ten minutes and then
realized that she was not coming
back. I reached the door just as her
car pulled out of the driveway. I
ran outside, but it was too late. She
did not even look in the rearview
mirror. I wondered if she was
proud now.
I sulked in her empty room for
the rest of the day. As it got dark,
the glow-hi the dark stars started
to appear on the ceiling. We put
them up together. I found our cre
ated big dipper and was consumed
by sadness. I took one star off the
ceiling and retreated to my room.
I placed the star right above my
bed. Sometimes I awake at night
and stare at it, wondering what she
was thinking at that moment. I
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Old Friends,
New Memories
hung out with expanded to include
the opposite sex, but you still con
tinued to display those “best
friend” necklaces proudly. Your
school sponsored dances where
everyone was nervous and no one
would actually dance. However,
you still went, as long as you were
with your group of friends.
High school came upon you.
Your oldest friend got her license
and acted as everyone else’s chauf
feur (only when the family car was
available). Cliques arose, and you
got into some fights — a few in
volving the opposite sex. Finding
the perfect date or dress for the
prom was your sole purpose in life
and that single night went by so
quickly. Adults asked about your
future, but all you could think
about was whether or not you re
ally fit in anywhere. The mailman
delivered the letters and with them,
what you would be doing for the
next four years. The decision was
made, graduation came. You ex
citedly marched into the audito
rium fully adorned in cap and
gown, you solemnly marched out
of the auditorium, scared about the
future and scared to say good-bye.
It had to be done, though, and you
did it together. That last night you

by Ellen Mastrostefano '99

Features Writer
They have become a sort of
permanent fixture in your life.
Whether you first met them on the
school bus to kindergarten or your
moms were pals, you have been
through a lot together. They are
your closest friends. They are the
people who know you best.
It all started when you took that
leap and asked some other little kid
to come over your house to play.
She seemed pretty cool in school,
you even traded lunch snacks. Be
sides, their parents allowed their
kids to watch PG 13 movies. You
both realized that if you joined
forces, you would have even more
toys to play with. So, you started
seeing him/her outside of school
more often. Mysteriously, you
started to like doing some of the
same things — perhaps playing on
the swings rather than the slide.
The years went on and you braved
Junior High School together. Who
else would try to make you laugh
during a very serious oral report?
What about those great notes you
wrote to each other that were
folded so intricately (mostly a girl
thing)? The group of kids you

Corner

tried to tell myself that she
made the right choice, but
most of the time I dis
agreed with it. She ran
because she was afraid of
being alone and hid from
love. My love had never
been enough.
I used to think that wis
dom came with age, but
now I saw that it came,
from experience. I missed
her, but she would never
see that. She could only
see what she wanted to be
miserable about. I saw
what she could be happy
about. It was a shame that
she could not see her life
through my eyes. She,
thought that she needed
Peter to feel whole, but in
reality all she needed was
me. I tried to make her
happy, but she loved to be un
happy.
She ran from here only to be
confronted with a new kind of
loneliness. All I wondered now
was which was worse and long it
would take her to come back again.
However, when I looked at life
through her eyes, I knew that she
was never coming back. Here she
could find her solace, but there she
would have her misery.
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by Yvonne M. Arsenault '99
Features Writer
One of most infamous events
of a college student’s life is spring
break. This time is similar to a rite
of passage for many students.
Many go away to some far off ex
otic place and bask in the sun for a
week. But many others return
home and wish they were off in
that far off place. Going home is
not a great loss, however. There
are many things which a person
can do during this week away from
school.
One of the most common things
a student can do during spring
break when they are home is to see
friends. This year, with our break
being later, this may not be as fea
sible, but maybe you can go and
visit your friends at their schools.
This gives you a great opportunity
to see their “new” life and to meet
all of those people that you have
heard so much about. So, get in
the car and go visit some friends.
Again, depending on your access
to transportation and the distance
between you and your friends, de
cides is this is even possible.
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Another option is to look for a
summer job. By now, every fresh
man has probably realized that
college is very expensive and work
study doesn’t cover all the bills.
The time when you can build up a
small nest egg to finish paying off
your bills from this year and save
money for nest year is primarily
in the summer. It’s always good
to get a jump start on finding that
great, well paying job. Spring
break is a great time to do this.
Utilize the Career Resource Cen
ter to get some ideas and strategies
to find that job. The process isn’t
usually a lot of fun, but it should
pay off once you get that great job.
The third option is just to catch
up on your leisure reading or sleep.
This is another enjoyable activity
for the break —just relax and take
a mental break before having to
return to the last home stretch of
the semester and the year. You will
definitely need the rest and the
stored up energy, so take advan
tage of the time off.
No matter what you decide to
do over break, enjoy yourself and
gather up enough energy and mo
mentum to finish the semester.
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saw your friends, you promised to
stay in touch forever. Promises can
be broken.
College came as a slap in the
face. In the first week, you called
your old friends and took solace
in the fact that you were all feel
ing the same way — overwhelmed
and lonely. Gradually, the home
sickness went away and you real
ized that things were going to be
okay. You met a lot of cool people
on campus. Aquaintances from
last week became your new
friends. Memories began to be
made.
This is just a rough outline of
the cycle of friendships. 1 am sure
everyone has their own crazy sto
ries of what their friendships have
been like, you can fill in the blank
spots. My point (and I do have
one) is that different people will
come in and out of your life until
you are pushing-up-daisies. The
hard part is figuring out who are
the best people — the ones you can
really count on for support when
things aren’t going well. These are
your true friends. Whether they
are across the country or in the
same school, never forget about
them. As for the new people you
will meet, only time will tell.
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ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT

Revenge of the Jedi
(“When you be 800 years old, how
good you look? Hmmmmm?”)
A&E Editor
After saying good-bye, Luke scur
t’s all over. The third movie has ries off to join the Rebel’s attack
been released of the greatest on the Death Star. It involves at
trilogy of all time. Last Friday tacking the nearby planet of
Return of the Jedi opened at theEndor. Damn that place. That’s
aters everywhere. It completed the where the Ewoks live. What en
Star Wars saga and ended with a sues is an all out
bang. Except for those damn battle between
the Ewoks and
Ewoks.
In reference to my title, it is the Stormtroopers,
original title to Jedi. I think it is a the Rebel fleet
cooler title, but I understand the vs. the Empires
change. George Lucas changed it fleet and Luke
when he realized it wasn't like a vs. Vader and
Jedi to extract revenge. Remem the Emperor.
ber Yoda's teachings in The Empire It’s as close to
all out full scale
Strikes Back?
I’ll be the first to admit that to war as you can
follow The Empire Strikes Back is get.
Return of the
a daunting task. The problem with
the movie is just that: by now they Jedi holds a spe
knew they had a bankable franchise cial place in my
and they decided to pull out all the heart in terms
stops and call in Jim Henson. Bless characters. You
his heart, he made one mistake. He have Billy
made those Ewoks too cute. The Williams in a
movie feels like two movies: the more important,
continuation of the saga with a mini (nicer as well)
film about some cute furry animals. role, so you can
Again, just in case you’ve been yell out “Colt 45
living in a box for the past decade — works every
or two, Return of the Jedi is the time” when he
on
third installment in the Star Wars comes
Trilogy. It begins with the Empire’s screen. Plus my Sure this picture
reconstruction of the Death Star. all-time favorite
The Emperor (Darth Vader’s Boss) Star Wars alien is in it — he's sit
has arrived to foresee the construc ting right next to Billy Dee. He
tion and to push people around in goes by the name of Niem Numb.
He’s the character with the foldy
his usual prune-faced way.
The story opens with R2-D2 and face and big lips that mumbles at
C-3PO brining a message to the Lando. I love Niem Numb. Also
“vile gangster” Jabba the Hutt. The Admiral Ackbar enters the scene.
real Jabba — not some skinny Who can’t grow to love the fishy
wimp. The Jabba that is ruthless. Admiral as he leads the fighters
So, it turns out that Luke Sky walker in the charge against the Death
has sent a message to Jabba asking Star?
It is those battle scenes that
for the release of Han Solo, who
has been encased in Carbonite. make Jedi worth it. The biker
Jabba refuses. Leia, in disguise, scenes just are not the same on
manages to free Han only to be cap your skimpy TV. They really
tured and forced to wear a very blow you away, especially now
skimpy metal bikini while on a that Lucas cleaned them up a bit.
chain. Let’s hear it for women’s You can’t help but move your
rights. So Luke appears and Jabba head the direction of the bikers as
captures him. Once he has all of they weave in and out of the for
the heroes captured he proceeds to est. The space sequences also
attempt to feed them to the Saralaac scream by, with the new sound
pit monster. (I will refrain from tell capabilities it puts you right in the
ing you what it looks like.) In a middle of the action. They are the
very cool scene, everyone escapes. heart and soul of this picture —
Then Luke goes and visits Yoda. and well worth the admission. If
by Michael P. Sablone '98

I

you haven’t seen it on the big
screen in a while, I suggest you go
just for those scenes.
On the flip side we have those
Ewoks. When I was young, I loved
the Ewoks. I thought they were
so cute. I don’t think that anymore
and I know most of my friends feel

is from Empire but I think you'll agree that it's one of the better one

the same way. So much so that I
know of two showings on Friday
in which the audience cheered
when the Ewok died. It’s not that
we’re cruel, they just don’t seem
to fit. For ex
ample, put one
in Star Wars
and
watch
people walk
out. I hate to
think of them as
a marketing
scheme
but
that’s what they
look like. They
seem like mean
ingless filler.
Plus it’s so hard
to fathom little
bears beating up
Stormtroopers.
You don’t see
the Jawas kick
ing the Empires
butt do you? I

number was barely tolerable, I
guess it fit with the cute Ewoks.
The next scene I won’t tell you
about, only that it comes near the
end and is a major change. See

and judge for yourself, I won’t
spoil it for you. Once again Lucas
and crew have made the colors
more vibrant and spruced up the
sound in a major way. All of those
changes I have no problem with.
So now the trilogy is complete.
No new Star Wars movie to save
from the usual
slop that Holly
wood force feeds
on the public.
The only thing
left to do is watch
all three — in a
row. That was
one of the points
of the re-release
(that and to make
oodles
of
money). I had the
wonderful oppor
tunity in High
School to see all
three in a row on
the biggest screen
on the East Coast
— the Wang Cen
ter in Boston. It
was part of a clas
sic film series. I
will never forget
that. Now, with
the re-release, ev
eryone else can
s we've printed experience a ma
jor
part
of
America’s pop culture. It was fun,
let’s do it again sometime. How
about in 1999 when the next tril
ogy starts. History in the making.
Isn’t it a great time to be alive?

$250 Prize for best

Don't Forget
o
x
£

suppose the Jawas aren’t cute
enough. The worst part is director
Richard Marquand cuts between
the Endor fight sequences and the
outer space ones.
In terms of new footage, Jedi
had two crucial scenes altered.
The Jabba’s palace new dance

Essay on Thomism

Foxtrot Zulu

Open to all PC Undergraduates
For an original essay on Thomism of between 3500
and 5000 words - typed and double spaced.
Substantial Cash award from an endowed fiind by Leon
J. Podles ‘68 of Baltimore Maryland to honor Thomas
Urban Mullaney, O.P., S.T.M.
Deadline - March 1, 1997
Submit to Theology Department office in
Hall

is at the Met Cafe
April 3

The Day, We Get Back.
Appearing at The Living Room:^
**

From Good Homes
Special Guests: Alta Mira

Thursday, April 24, 9:00pm

The award was established through the generosity of Leon J.
Podles of Baltimore, Maryland, and its official title is “The Rev.
Thomas Urban Mullaney, O.P., S.T.M. Prize for the Best Essay on
Thomism.” The competition is open to all undergraduate stu
dents of Providence College and is to be awarded yearly. The
essay should be an original exposition of some facet of Thomism
and be between 3,500 and 5,000 words - typed and double'
spaced. The closing date this year for submission of essays will
be March 1,1997. The award this year will be a check for
$250.00 along with an appropriate commemorative item to be
presented at the Senior Awards event or other designated event.
The recipient will be notified May 1,1997, or within 10 days of
the actual award ceremony.
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The official Cowl guide to the
69th Annual Academy Awards
by Michael P. Sablone '98

At&E Editor

eah, we got your March Madness
right here. For you art house geeks,
pop culture fanatics, and even for
those of you who never darken the local cin
emas door, we have the be all and end all
event for you — the 69th Annual Academy
Awards: The Oscars. Time for Hollywood
to pat itself on the back — or is it? Glance
at the nominations — except for Jerry
Maguire, none of the Best Picture nomina
tions are by a major studio. Is it the year of
the independents? Kind of. We never said
that they were going to win. In any case,
this is the best part of the year for anyone
who loves movies and so the A&E staff de
cided to celebrate in style with a handy pull
out section of the Cowl. Go ahead, pull it
out. Included within is: a complete list of
nominees, a blurb on each of the major
nominees, and in-depth amazingly accurate
predictions by staff members.
Best Actor: Will Billy Bob Thornton
become the next Rocky ? Both wrote them
selves great roles, but does Thornton have
enough steam to hold off Golden Globe
winner Geoffrey Rush for Shine or Ralph
Fiennes for the sweeping epic The English
Patient?
Best Actress: Does breakout sensation
Emily Watson have what it takes to propel
her performance in Breaking the Waves over
Diane Keaton for Marvin’s Room? Or will
Brenda Blython’s mom from Secrets & Lies
outdistance the alluring Kristin Scott Tho
mas for The English Patient? But we can
not forget the pregnant policewomen with
the incredibly rich (or annoying, depending
Picture from the Entertainment Weekly Acadamy Awards Issue
on how you look at it) South Dakota accent:
Frances McDormand from Fargo.
Armin Mueller-Stahl from Shine. Will Ed
Best Supporting Actress: Last year a
Best Supporting Actor: Will the Acad ward Norton’s accused murderer from Pri nominee for Best Actress, Joan Allen goes
emy show him the Oscar? Cuba Gooding mal Fear lose out because the Academy for the award for the Crucible. She’s up
Jr.’s football player could have the edge in thought that his performance in Everyone against Juliette Binoche for The English Pa
the field that includes William H. Macy’s Says I Love You was better? Or will James tient, Barbara Hershey for Portrait of a
car salesmen from Fargo, or David Woods’ villain from Ghosts of Mississippi Lady, Marianne Jean-Baptiste for Secrets &
Helfgott’s overbearing control freak father win?
Lies. But wc can’t forget Lauren Bacall for

Y

playing Barbara Streisand’s mom in The
Mirror Has Two Faces. Bacall should get
an award just for having to play Stricsand’s
mom, but that’s beside the point.
Best Director: Two time winner Milos
Forman (he won previously for One Flew
Over the Cuckoo's Nest and Amadeus) leads
the nominees for The People vs. Larry Flint.
Will he walk away with his third? Or will
Joel Coen get the recognition he deserves
for Fargo? Be on the lookout for upstart
Scott Hicks for Shine, veteran Mike Leigh
for Secrets & Lies, and Director of the Year
(according to the Directors Guild of
America) Anthony Mighella for 77jc English
Patient.
Best Picture: The most prestigious award
of the night. You have to sit though 5 hours
of boring musical numbers, irritating mon
tages of old film clips, dull acceptance
speeches and ridiculously awful scripted
jokes to get to this. It can be worth the wait.
The nominees include fan favorite Fa/^rr,
popular vote goes to Jerry Maguire,
Cinderella story of Secrets & Lies (you hon
estly cannot tell me that you knew it would
gel this many awards), the sweeping war
epic 77ie English Patient , and the moving
story of piano prodigy David Hclfgott in
Shine.
As a special treat we have two guest writ
ers helping us out (along with the usual sus
pects). One is the brother of Eric Cutler —
Jeremy. Ncpostism behind us, Jeremy just
graduated from URI. The other is a friend
of mine who you might remember as “the
boy in the towel” from the article I wrote
about my friends. His real name is Greg
Mareks and he’s a Creative Writing major I
film minor at Carnegie Mellon University.
Greg summed up our feelings on the Oscars
when he said: "Just sit back and enjoy the
night the stars salute themselves. Or, better
yet, don’t. Personally, I watch movies. I
don’t root for them.”

You be the judge, but feel free to use us when
you place your bets. After all, we’re here to
help. Enjoy.

Best Picture Candidates
Here is the run-down on the five Best
Picture nominees:
The English Patient

Based on Micheal Ondaatje’s novel of
the same name, The English Patient is the
story of the Hungarian Count Almasy
(Ralph Fiennes), who is badly burned and
disfigured after a plane crash in the desert
of North Africa. Rescued by the Allies, he
is taken to an abandoned monastery to die
in peace (his vital organs are a mess). He is
cared for by his nurse, Hana (Juliette
Binoche). Spending all of his time in bed,
Almasy has nothing else to do but reminisce.
There’s one catch, though. He cannot re
member anything. He doesn’t even know
his name, or whether he’s German or En
glish. Bits and pieces of his memory come
back in flashbacks, which makes up most
of the movie. In his flashbacks, Almasy re
members a torrid love affair he had in the
desert with a married woman named
Katharine Clifton (Kristin Scott Thomas),
and she is the only thing that he can’t get
out of his mind.
I saw The English Patient in November
and I said then that this was going to be a
big Oscar movie. It has everything that the
Academy looks for in a movie: passionate
love, rich landscapes, and a very long run
ning time (two hours and forty minutes).
Don’t be surprised if it walks away with
some of the bigger golden boys.
—Eric Cutler

Fargo

“Ja, you betcha.” If you’ve seen it then
it makes sense — just like the other Coen
brothers's movies. Each one is a master
piece, each one has its own redeeming quali
ties, each one has been denied an Academy
Award — until now? Fargo could break
the brothers’ winless streak.
To be fair, the fan favorite at the Oscars
is Fargo. If you happened to watch the
Golden Globes, you couldn’t hear during the
clips, people were cheering so loud. But
will the Coen brothers’ quirky style sit well
with voters? Only time will tell.
Fargo tells the story of one man. Will
iam H. Macy who decides to have his wife
killed. He calls in two bumbling cons
(Buscemi and some other guy) and the crime
is botched [makes for a better story]. The
ensuing investigation is led by the very preg
nant police chief Frances McDormand.
The story loops and switches as one ex
pects from the Coen brothers. Fueled by
great performances from McDormand,
Macy and Buscemi, Fargo is a great pic
ture on all accounts. The movie can get gory
(the wood chipper at the end is one of the
scariest sequences in contemporary film) but
it never seems out of place.
If there is any doubt that Fargo deserves
to be in this category in the first place, look
at the other nominations: Best Actress
Frances McDormand, Best Supporting Ac
tor William H. Macy, Best Original Screen
play Ethan and Joel Coen, Best Cinematog

raphy, and Best Film Editing. It not only
deserves to be up for Best Picture — it de
serves to win.
Fargo’s violence probably will put it in
the same category as Pulp Fiction in that it
is a great movie — but too different for
Hollywood’s taste. By different I mean
good screenplay, good acting and good di
recting. It’s not exactly the prestige picture
that Hollywood likes to give an award to.
If it is denied, then look for a Best Original
Screenplay nod. Just as Tarrantino was
given the award for
Pulp Fiction that is
probably what the
Coen brothers have
to look forward to.
Not bad, for in the
minds of the
Coen’s brothers’
loyal fans, at least
it’s something.
Sooner or later the
Academy
will
wake up.
—Michael Sablone

boy, Jonathan Lipnicki. He played Ray
Boyd.
The plot itself was not what I’d call riv
eting. I’d call it Huffy. It might be some
what funny, too, but I saw this movie a while
ago and so I don’t really remember. (I’m
just being honest.) Tom Cruise plays a
strung out sports agent who has a “spiritual
epiphany” and decides to focus on his per
sonal relationships rather than making tons
of money. He meets Dorothy Boyd (played
by Rene Zellweger), a accountant in his of-

CONTENTS

— The complete list of nominees
page 14

- Synopsis of major nominees

Jerry Maguire

If you saw this
movie, I hope you
will agree with me
that a major factor
which made this
film worth watch
ing, was, tbe little

page 15

~ The Cowl staff’s predictions
page 16
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and the nominees are:
Best Actor

Tom Cruise
Jerry Maguire
Ralph Fiennes
The English Patient
Woody Harrelson
The People vs. Larry Flint
Geoffrey Rush
Shine
Billy Bob Thornton
Sling Blade
Best Actress

Brenda Blethyn
Secrets & Lies
Diane Keaton
Marvin's Room
Frances McDormand
Fargo
Kristin Scott Thomas
The English Patient
Emily Watson
Breaking the Waves
Best Supporting Actor

Cuba Gooding Jr.
Jerry Maguire
William H. Macy
Fargo
Armin Mueller-Stahl
Shine
Edward Norton
Primal Fear
James Woods
Ghosts of Mississippi
Best Supporting Actress

Joan Allen
The Crucible
Lauren Bacall
The Mirror Has Two Faces
Juliette Binoche
The English Patient
Barbara Hershey
The Portrait of a Lady
Marianne Jean-Baptiste
Secrets & Lies

Best Director

Costume Design

Original Dramatic Score

Joel Coen
Fargo
Milos Forman
The People vs. Larry Flint
Scott Hicks
Shine
Mike Leigh
Secrets & Lies
Anthony Minghella
The English Patient

Angels & Insects
Emma
The English Patient
Hamlet
The Portrait of a Lady

The English Patient
Hamlet
Michael Collins
Shine
Sleepers

Documentary Feature

Original Song

The Line King: The A1 Hirschfeld Story
Mandela
Suzanne Farrell: Elusive Muse
Tell the Truth and Run: George Selds
and the American Press
When We Were Kings

"You Must Love Me" {Evita')
"I Finally Found Someone" {The Mirror
Has Two Faces)
"For the First Time" {One Fine Day)
"That Thing You Do!" {That Thing You
Do!)
"Because You Loved Me" {Up Close and
Personal)

Best Original Screenplay

Ethen and Joel Coen
Fargo
Cameron Crowe
Jerry Maguire
John Sayles
Lone Star
Mike Leigh
Secrets & Lies
Jan Sardi; story by Scott Hicks
Shine

Documentary Short Subject

Breathing Lessons: The Life and Work
of Mark O'Brien
Cosmic Voyage
An Essay on Matisse
Special Effects
"The Wild Bunch": An Album in Mon
tage

Animated Short

Canhead
La Salla
Quest
Wat’s Pig
Live Action Short

Best Adapted Screenplay

Film Editing

Arthur Miller
The Crucible
Anthony Minghella
English Patient
Kenneth Branagh
Hamlet
Billy Bob Thornton
Sling Blade
John Hodge
Trainspotting

The English Patient
Evita
Fargo
Jerry Maguire
Shine

Art Direction

The Birdcage
The English Patient
Evita
Hamlet
Romeo & Juliet

De Tripas. Corazon
Dear Diary
Ernst & Lyset
Esposados
Wordless
Sound

Foreign-Language Film

A Chef in Love
Kolya
The Other Side of Sunday
Prisoner of the Mountains
Ridicule

The English Patient
Evita
Independence Day
The Rock
Twister
Sound Effects Editing

Makeup

Ghosts of Mississippi
The Nutty Professor
Star Trek: First Contact

Daylight
Eraser
The Ghost and the Darkness
Visual Effects

Cinematography

Original Musical or Comedy Score

The Enlgish Patient
Evita
Fargo
Fly Away Home
Michael Collins

Emma
The First Wives Club
The Hunchback of Notre Dame
James and the Giant Peach
The Preacher's Wife

Dragonheart
Independence Day
Twister
The nominees for Best
Picture can be found on
page 12 and right below.

Best Picture Continued
continued from page 13

lice who agrees spontaneously to
leave her job in order to help him
start his own private business. To
make a long, drawn out, rather
bland story short, Jerry loses all of
his clients save for Rod Tidwell
(Cuba Gooding Jr., who is inciden
tally up for best supporting actor)
and ends up marrying Dorothy.
Then the plot lakes a turn for the
worse and she asks for a divorce
because she doesn’t think Jerry
really loves her. I can’t say any
thing more about the movie be
cause there are higher forces which
prohibit me from doing so.
Getting back to Johnathan
Lipnicki, I believe he might just
be the cutest child actor I’ve ever
seen. He isn’t obnoxious like most
child actors. Rene Zellweger, who
plays his mom, Dorothy, is also
pretty good. She plays sweet and
quiet very well. Cuba Gooding Jr.
does an excellent job playing a
loud obnoxious athlete; even
though he’s loud and obnoxious I

couldn’t bring myself to hate him.
Tom Cruise also gives a great per
formance. The ending of the
movie will bring a tear to your eye,
or at least cause a lump in your
throat, unless of course you are a
serial killer. If you are a serial
killer I don’t know why you’d go
see a nonviolent movie like Jerry
Maguire anyway.
Now that I have your attention,
let me explain why I don’t think
Jerry Maguire will win Best Pic
ture. It wasn’t exactly what I’d call
a bad movie; I guess the big-time
movie critics would label it a “feel
good” movie. I can’t argue with
that, seeing as I didn’t leave the
theater crying and I guess I did
experience a general feeling of
goodness. In a nutshell, I do not
believe this movie will get an
award for Best Picture. That
doesn’t mean I hated the movie; I
just don’t think it was amazing
award-worthy material.
Secrets & Lies

Probably the least seen of the
nominees, Secrets & Lies is about

a daughters search for her birth
mother and the bond that subse
quently develops. It also concerns
the mother’s relationship with her
younger brother’s family. Caught
in the middle is the mom’s other
daughter. Sounds complicated, but
it really is a very basic outline with
some minor twists.
Just because practically no one
has seen Secrets & Lies does not
make it bad. Director Mike Leigh
used an improvisational approach
to the movie. He makes great use
of the long take. Two scenes
stretch over seven minutes with
out any camera movement. For
me, it had the effect of erasing the
feel of cinema and elevating it to
real life. The characters’ interac
tion is, at times, more fun to watch
then the dialogue can be. As the
mother, Brenda Blethyn is great,
although for most of the movie she
is reduced to an emotional wreck.
The heart and soul of Secrets &
Lies is Marianne Jean-Baptiste.
She brings a warmth to a slighlty
underdeveloped role.

OK, I’m going to be frank.
Secrets & Lies is the longshot here.
The film has an honest feel to it.
The situations the characters find
themselves in make you unable to
turn away as they are stripped to
their emotional core. It is a film
about the truth, the search for the
truth and the importance of family
— no matter what has happened
in the past. The harsh reality of
Hollywood is that people love big
movies, and Secrets & Lies is not
a grand movie — in the crappy
Hollywood meaning. Too bad for
Hollywood.
—Michael Sablane
Shine

1 don’t know exactly how I got
sucked into writing about Shine. I
think it was a mistake because,
unfortunately, I am very biased
about this film. It was so incred
ibly good that, in my opinion, no
other film deserves the Oscar.
Shine is the extraordinary true
story of David Helfgott, the Aus
tralian child piano prodigy who

was abused by his dominating fa
ther, Peter. The drama develops
when David is invited to study in
America, but his father refuses to
let him go. In defiance, David goes
to study in England where he suf
fers a mental breakdown from
studying Rach’s 3.
Up for seven Academy
Awards, including Best Picture,
Best Director (Scott Hicks), Best
Actor(Geoffrey Rush), and Best
Supporing Actor(Armin MuellerStahl), I predict that Shine will
probably bring home two big boys.
I think that Rush will walk away
with Best Actor.
Shine is a powerful movie. No,
it’s an inspirational story about the
power of love. In my opinion,
Shine deserves the Best Picture
Oscar, although I doubt it will get
it. All the critics seem to be in love
with The English Patient, which I
think is a shame. If only Shine was
made last year, Braveheart might
have actually had some competi
tion.
— Venessa Anderson
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Best Actress
Brenda Blethyn is the core of
Secrets & Lies. She brings a sense
of pity to her character, Cyntheia,
a mother of one who finds out that
the daughter that she gave up for
adoption has come to see her.
Blethyn’s facial expressions add so
much to her character. It helps that
her director, Mike Leigh, allowed
for improvisational acting. This
may not be known to many people,
but that is Leigh’s style. She car
ries the emotional aspects of the
movie very well; you rarely wish
her to stop whining. It has been
commented that many people
think she is just playing herself, but
I highly doubt it. It is more likely
an instance where her performance
is so real that one simply can’t
fathom that it is a performance.
Sounds like a worthwhile endorse
ment for the award to me.
-Michael Sablone

Diane Keaton’s been in this
postion before. In 1976 she won
the Best Actress Oscar for playing
Annie Hall in Woody Allen’s
Annie Hall. Now she is up for the
award for her portrayal as Bessie,
a woman diagnosed with leukemia
who attempts to get her sister
(Meryl Streep) to help her in
Marvin’s Room.
If this all is new to you, don’t
worry, it’s new to almost every
body (includingmyself). Marvin’s
Room did very poorly at the box
office, but the critics liked it and
[he Academy did as well. It’s in
teresting that Keaton got the nod
and not Streep.
Keaton’s chances are slim,
based on her previous win. If the
Acadamy is afraid to give Frances
McDormand an award for Fargo
then she has a good shot. Other
wise she should count on being
content with her award for Annie
Hall.
—Michael Sablone

Frances McDormand rocks
your world — or rather she will
after she gets handed an Oscar for
Best Actress. If anything she’ll
get the award for her seemingly
dimwitted Dakotian police officer
Marge Gunderson in Fargo just
as retribution for her ridiculous
loss to Madonna in the Golden
Globe Awards. Anyone (includ
ing Foreign Press Agents who
vote for the Globes) who would
pick Madonna playing Evita over
McDormand in Fargo is com
pletely knocked off his rocker.
McDormand plays a very preg
nant police chief. Upon arriving
at the crime scene that opens the
movie, she has morning sickness.
The fact that the Coen brothers
would write that in is cool enough,
but McDormand gives such a lowkey performance that you don’t
expect her to have any brains. Yet
right away she shows you that you
cannot judge a book by its cover
— she knows what she is doing
and you cannot outwit her. The
scenes between her and William
H. Macy are hysterical as Macy
gets caught up in verbal warfare
against a nuclear giant disguised
as a small third world country.
You wouldn’t expect it but the
Coen brothers write some of the
best women roles since Woody
Allen, in both comedy and drama.
McDormand is no different. Can
McDormand continue Woody
Allen’s streak? (OK, it’s a stretch,
but strong women’s roles are few
and far between, sojust link Allen
with the Coen brothers for my
sake — they are two of my favor
ite filmmakers.) It all depends on
the competition, but I think that
McDormand has the upper hand.
—Michael Sablone
Kristin Scott Thomas, who has
played second fiddle in films like
Mission: Impossible and Four

Weddings and A Funeral for far too
long, finally has a chance to shine.
She plays Katharine Clifton, who
is a strong-willed, strong-minded
woman, until she falls into Ralph
Fiennes’ embrace, where she melts
like butter. From then on, Thomas
gives a glamorous elegant perfor
mance that some of the other nomi
nees lack. She, out of all the other
nominees, looks simply dashing
throuought, which could give her
the edge over the other quirky
characters if the Acadamy decides
to go with the sweeping love story.
—Eric Cutler
Emily Watson’s debut couldn't
get any bigger then this. Her
breakthrough performance in
Breaking the Waves caught almost
every critic’s eye. Someone once
said that a critic can pull people
into a movie, and this is no excep
tion. People did not turn out in
hoards to see breaking the Waves
but it sure did get a push from the
Oscar nod.
Breaking the Waves is about
Watson's character whose husband
asks her to live out their sex life
without him.
To be fair, Watson is the long
shot in this category. She faces
stiff competing from every angle,
plus she has not been seen
schlepping around Hollywood try
ing to beg for votes. Her self-pro
motion has been minimal, if exis
tent at all. This would catch my
attention, if I were voting, but I’m
not. The best Watson can do is just
practice her “It’s a pleasure to be
nominated” speech. Do not take
that the wrong way, it is a mighty
accomplishment to be nominated,
especially for a not very well
known movie. Notice you don’t
see Madonna up for the award.
Score one for the independents.
—Michael Sablone

Best Actor
Tom Cruise is a man that knows
tow to bring in the people. Into
he theatre that is. He is on an in
credible hot streak — almost ev
ery movie he makes turns over 100
nillion dollars. This could hurt or
teip his chances in getting the Os
car for his title role in the Cameron
Zrowe picture Jerry Maguire.
To tell you the truth, I haven’t
seen Jerry Maguire. I have no in
erest in seeing it as well. Every>ne who has seen it raves about
Druise’s character, but all the clips
’ve seen don’t show me anything
pecial. He does have an impresive resume, but I really didn’t like
hose films either. Unfortunatley
— I don’t vote, so who knows.
Vill the Academy decide that it is
ime for Cruise to get his just des
erts? Or will they just pass him
iff as “another pretty face” that
ust makes money for Hollywood?
—Michael Sablone

Ralph Fiennes gives a strong
lerformance in The English Pa
tent as Count Almasy. He spends
good deal of the movie wearing
iurn makeup all over his body —
(taking him look like an old,
lecrepid Ed Harris. For the rest
if the movie he plays a dashing
omanticlead. The differences betveen the two Almasy's are as difsrent as night and day.
-Eric Cutler
As many of you know, Woody
larrelson is nomitated for Best
ictor for his performance in The

People vs. Larry Flint. The next
logical question is: Why? My
anser: Why not? The nameless,
mystical gurus of the Academy
have to nominate five people in
each category, so it might as well
be him. I mean, he didn’t do any
thing really outstanding, but hey,
they got the job done.
Woody Harrelon is a convinc
ing laryy Flynt, sure. In fact, I
think this movie is probably the
best work he has done. But did he
give me chills? No. Did I feel
empathy for his character? Yes.
but, come on, the orange he threw
at the judge missed by like four
feet. Curiously, Courtney Love is
more than convincing as his wife,
but youodn’t see her getting a
nomintion. Why is that? My
theory: the same mystical gurus
are afraid she’d show up blasted,
win the damn award, then refuse
to leave the podium and get
dragged off by security while rant
ing incoherently about bread-andbutter pickles. Yeah, Courtney
Drugs does love.
—Greg Mareks

It’s no doubt that the Academy
Awards like to honor actors who
play mentally handicapped people.
I won’t bother listing them, just
don’t be surprised if Geoffrey
Rush’s name gets added to the list.
His portrayal of Australian piano
prodigy David Helfgott in Shine
was one of the best performances
of the year. He already received
the Golden Globe award which can

be a prequel to the Oscar. He stud
ied countless hours of tapes of
David himself talking, to get the
idiosyncrasies down. It worked.
You couldn’t help but root for
Rush, he was so bloody likable —
even when he was reduced to a
child-like state. One of the best
parts of his performance is that he
actually played the piano for those
scenes. They did not need to use a
hand double. Just another small
reason why Rush put together the
best performance of the year —
and deserves the Oscar.
—Michael Sablone
As the protagonist in Sling
Blade Billy Bob Thornton’s Carl
is to Forest Gump as John Coltrane
is to Kenny G. His Carl is the rar
est of species in the current state
of movies — a character so dis
arming and with such a complete
lack of self consciousness that you
can’t help but jumping on his boat.
With your biggest stars (Cruise,
Gibson, etc.) it becomes painfully
obvious — despite how well they
may be acting, that you are watch
ing them act. It is not the case with
Thornton — he is Carl. He plays
the kind of underdog that Holly
wood loves, but he does it without
the overwrought bombast of say
Rocky. Until you see the movie,
you will have to take my word —
he does something here that is sim
ply out of the range of people like
Val Kilmer, George Clooney, or
any of the other pretty boys.
—Jeremy Cutler
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Best
Director
If the Academy is looking to
give an Oscar to someone who has
an impressive body of work and
has never been honored — look no
further I have your man: The
Academy Of Motion Pictures and
Sciences, meet Mr. Joel Coen.
Perhaps you’ve heard of him? He
directed Blood Simple, Barton
Fink,
Miller’s
Crossing,
Hudsucker Proxy and now Fargo?:
intelligent films that are as humor
ous as they are meticulously
crafted. It’s a lock that a Coen film
will have both a sound screenplay
and solid acting — so why bother
looking at someone like Milos
Forman. He’s already got two Os

Geoffrey Rush are amazing. Hicks
had the story outline for Shine
which shows his dedication and
involvement in the movie. The
results are phenomenal. The mu
sic scenes come alive, the most
amazing of which is Taylor’s per
formance (with a hand double) of
the Rach 3.
Hicks shows
Helfgott’s mental state interwoven
with real time, so when the move
ment slows down to a crawl and
you see the beads of sweat fall off
of his head, you know what’s to
come. Shine is an incredible movie
and its director deserves recogni
tion. Hicks never lets the story or
his stars get too big. The result is

Scott Hicks directs Noah Taylor and John Gielgud in Shine

cars.
Anyone who follows movies
religiously know of the Coen
brothers. Together they have made
incredibly creative films. So why
so I think he^von’t get an Oscar?
Well, as I said in the Best Picture
Blurb for Fargo the Academy likes
prestige pictures with heavy mes
sages that are accessible to every
one (i.e. Forrest Gump). The vio
lence of Fargo might turn the vot
ers off. If they just take a look at
the movie for what it is and real
ize that he is very deserving of an
award, they should have no prob
lem in choosing Joel Coen. What
an opportune time to give recog
nition to someone who is deserv
ing. I’m sick of sympathy Oscars
(hello Lauren Bacall). The
Acadamy should start giving rec
ognition to the master now, before
it looks like pity.
—Michael Sablone

Now, Milos (pronounced MElosh) is another story. This guy has
directed and won for some of the
all-time greats, like One Flew Over
the Cuckoo’s Nest and Amadeus.
But, with a few notable exceptions,
the direction here is fairly standard.
He tells the story in a straightfor
ward, no-nonsense manner. But I
think he did it just to irritate Oliver
Stone, who was standing behind
the whole time.
—Greg Mareks
The man at the helm of Shine
is Scott Hicks. He looks out of
place amongst the other nominees.
He has the look of an intellectual
surfer, his directing style is any
thing but, he told the story of Aus
tralian child prodigy David
Helfgott with an amazing arc to it,
and he gave the movie a purpose
and stuck to it. The performances
that he got from stars Armin
Muller-Stahl, Noah Taylor and

pure gold — hopefully.
—Michael Sablone

Mike Leigh has been directing
pictures for 26 years, the most
popular of which used to be 1993’s
Naked. Now with Secrets & Lies
he has finally caught a glimpse of
mainstream popularity. His un
conventional style of directing (he
often uses improvisational acting
techniques and lets his actors run
with it) gives an amazing depth to
his films. The characters are el
evated — they no longer are ac
tors up on a screen, they now exist
in your mind as real people.
Secrets & Lies is a low budget
film shot in England. It involves
a woman who searches for her
birth mother and the ensuing rela
tionship between the two. Also
interwoven is the family relation
ship of the mother and her brother.
The film examines the secrets and
lies that families keep from each
other and from themselves. It is
an incredibly emotional film that
rarely drags. Brenda Blythen stars
as the mother (she is up for Best
Actress) and Marianne JeanBaptiste stars as the daughter (she
also is an Best Supporting Actress
nominee). With five nominations,
Secrets & Lies is the Cinderella
story of the Oscars. With this in
mind, Mike Leigh should be in the
running for directing one of the
year’s best films.
—Michael Sablone
Anthony Minghella, a relative
unknown in Hollywood, tells the
story of The English Patient with
the ease and fluidity of and old pro.
The English Patient has been
compared to Casablanca no doubt
because of Minghella’s masterful
direction. If he doesn't win this
year I'm sure we'll hear from him
again.
—Eric Cutler

SPECIAL OSCAR INSERT
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Staff Predictions
The two Staff members with the most useless knowlege about
movies (Eric & Mike) debate who will win and who should win
Eric’s Oscar picks:
Best Picture-The English Patient.
I’m covering my butt on this one.
I’m the person who thinks that the
Golden Globe winner will win the
Oscar. I've been wrong before, but
I feel pretty confident with this
one. Should win: Fargo
Best
DirectorAnthony
Minghella, The English Patient.
Again, I follow tradition. Rarely
does a director not win when his
movie is named Best Picture.
Since I picked The English Patient,
logic should dictate. . . Should
win: Joel Coen, Fargo
Best Actor- Geoffrey Rush, Shine.
Geoffrey who? See the movie and
you will agree with me that he de
serves the Oscar above the rest.
Should win: Geoffrey Rush
Best Actress- Kristin Scott Tho
mas, The English Patient. The
brightest spot of a movie that was
filled with bright spots. I am also
keeping my fingers crossed for
Frances McDormand, but I have a
feeling that isn’t going to happen.
Should win: Frances McDormand
Best Supporting Actor- Cuba
Gooding, Jr., Jerry Maguire. I
haven’t seen the film but everyone
else has. I guess that he is the man
to beat so I am going to settle with
him. Hey, Cuba! Show me the
money, baby! I’m rooting for ya!
Should win: Armin Mueller-Stahl,
Shine
Best Supporting Actress- Lauren
Bacall, The Mirror Has Two
Faces. She was married to Bogart.
She has been in movies for fifty
years. This is her first nomination.
Think about it for a second. Shoud
win: Joan Allen, The Crucible
Visual Effects- Independence
Day. I’m picking the lesser of
three evils, the other two being
Dragonheart and Twister.
CinematographyDarius
Khondji, Evita. As much as I
didn’t like the movie, it was nice
to look at.
Editing- Shine. I don’t know how
they judge this category, but I think
it should win.
Live-Action Short Film- Dear
Diary. I don’t know this category,
but I have a good track record
guessing.
Animated Short FUm-Canhead.
See Live-Action Short Film cat
egory.
Documentary Short Subject-

The Wild Bunch’: An Album in

Montage. Don’t ask me why, but I
think its a shoo-in.
Documentary Feature- WAezi We
Were Kings. It’s a movie about
MuhammedAli. It will win.
Sound- Twister. The best think
about the movie is the sound. They
combined a lot of animal growls
for the sound of tornadoes, and
that’s cool.
Sound Effects Editing- Daylight.
It would be an extreme injustice
to overlook this film on Oscar
night.
Foreign Language Film- Kolya,
The Czech Republic. I always
jump on the bandwagon of the
most popular foreign film of the
moment.
Screenplay (Original)- Ethan and
Joel Coen, Fargo. The story is
great and, honestly, I haven’t seen
all of this category’s nominees.
Screenplay (Adaptation)- Arthur
Miller, The Crucible. He wrote a
great play a long time ago and now
he made it into a great film. Also,
he was married to Marilyn Mon
roe.
Makeup- The Nutty Professor.
The movie was funny but the
whole buzz about the movie was:
“Doesn’t Eddie look funny as a fat
guy?” Yes, he does.
Costume Design- Paul Brown,
Angels & Insects. This category
always lets the little movies shine
and the costumes in the film were
truly spectacular.
Art Direction- Tim Harvey, Ham
let. It was hyped so much, so that
it deserves to win something.
Also, the pictures I have seen look
really nice.
Original

Dramatic

Score-

Gabriel Yared, The English Pa
tient. I saw the movie a long time
ago but I remember the music be
ing really good. He also won the
Golden Globe, so I think he will
win.
Original Musical or Comedy
Score- Alan Menken and Stephen

Schwartz, The Huchback of Notre
Dame. You would be an idiot to
vote against a Disney cartoon in
this category.
Original Song- “You Must Love
Me” by Andrew Lloyd Webber and
Tim Rice, Evita. A song written by
Andrew Lloyd Webber and sung
by Madonna. A deadly combina
tion for the other nominees.
Should win-”That Thing You
Do!”- It was a rockin’ good song!

Mike's Oscar picks:
Best Picture: My heart is with
Fargo. But my heart was with
Pulp Fiction too. I loved Shine,
but I don’t think it has a chance up
against Jerry’ Maguire and The En
glish Patient. So which will win?
I’m not sure. I thought that The
English Patient would be a shooin, but everything I read tells me
differently. I’m going with my gut
on this one. The English Patient it
is.
Best Actor: I don’t like Tom
Cruise. Plain and simple. That’s
why I hate that he’s nominated,
everyone else likes him. I don’t
think he’ll walk away with the
Oscar though. I loved Geoffrey
Rush in Shine and I know I’m not
the only one. His Golden Globe
is a prequel to his Oscar win. I
hope.
Best Actress: Frances
McDormand all the way.
I think she deserves it
over the other nominees
in a major way. Keaton
already has an Oscar,
Watson is a long shot,
Thomas most likely will
be overlooked — so it’s
either McDormand or
Blethyn. Right now I
think Blethyn has a chance, but
popular vote goes to McDormand.
Best Supporting Actor: “Show
him the Oscar.” It’s Cuba Gooding
Jr’s race to lose and I pray he does.
I think Gooding will win, but I
don’t like it. Personally I think that
Armin Mueller-Stahl deserves it.
I’ve said it before and I’ll say it
again, his turn as Helfgott’s father
was amazing from start to finish.
Best Supporting Actress: The
pity vote. A sympathy vote.
Hence, Lauren Bacall wins for The
Mirror Has Two Faces. I actually
didn’t see any of the supporting
actresses movies, so it’s a good
thing that they nominated some
one who you knew would win.
Best Director: They can’t give a
third to Milos Forman, they are
afraid of the Coen brothers, so that
means that Minghella will win for
The English Patient. However, I
would love, absolutely love, to see
Joel Coen win for Fargo.
Best Adapted Screenplay: Ev
eryone seems to think that The En
glish Patient will win. I guess so,
but I was convinced that Arthur

Miller would win for the Crucible.
The play is considered a classic,
so I assumed the Academy would
like to get their share of the pie. I
would rather see Trainspotting
win, but what do I know. Actually
I do know something: Hamlet’s
nomination is a joke. The only
thing adapted from Shakespeare’s
original text was stage directions.
Why on earth would they put it in
here? Lord only knows.
Best Original Screenplay: Ja.
Real funny lookin’. Fargo wins,
hands down. For that I am a happy
man. Anything but Jerry Maguire.
Now the smaller categories:
Art Direction: Either Hamlet or
Evita. They have to give some
thing to Evita. Otherwise Ma
donna will continue making mov
ies.

A Sit oil llitks Film
Cinematography: The English

Patient . I’m getting sick of this
movie winning everything. Why
can’t Fargo win everything?
Costume Design: Hmmmm. This
time there aren’t any cross-dress
ing movies. Just period pieces. I
think that The Portrait of a Lady
will win, just because I heard that
star Nicole Kidman passed out
three times due to the tightness of
her corset. If she was that dedi
cated to staying in the costume, it
must have been a doosy. Stupid
reasoning, but it works for me.
Documentary Feature: Look for
When We Were Kings a documen
tary on Muhammad Ali and his
boxing cronies to win. If the Acad
emy doesn’t like boxing then
Mandela will sneak in.
Documentary Short: Everyone
that I’ve talked to loved Special Ef
fects but I think it was due to the
Star Wars preview. If that case is
true then look to The Wild Bunch:
An Album in Montage because it
gives the Academy a chance to
give itself another pat on the back.
Film Editing: Either Shine or The

Pat Canole's Picks
I have a distinct advantage over most of the other critics: I haven’t seen most of these movies. That actually makes me more qualified, because
a lot of times, the people who really vote on these things have not seen the movies either (which explains why Forest Gump beat Pulp Fiction for
Best Picture and Best Director two years ago).
Best Picture: Going with the flow here - The English Patient. My second choice is Fargo. Tough category this year because none of these films
cost more than $50 million to make.
Actor: Ralph Fiennes (or “Rafe Fines” for those of you speak American) for "The English Patient. Second choice is Billy Bob Thornton. Can’t
wait to go see Billy Bob in Sling Blade. Boy, Ilove to say “Billy Bob.” He’d be my first choice, but they don’t hand out Academy Awards to guys
named Billy Bob.
Actress: Frances McDormand for Fargo. I don’t know for sure on this one, but I feel it. She deserves it.
Supporting Actor: Not sure here, either. Cuba Gooding Jr. for Jerry Maguire or William Macy for Fargo. It could depend a lot on how these films
do in other categories (hopefully, it’ll be a Fargo kind of night). Maybe even Armin Mueller-Stahl for Shine. Is anybody from The English
Patient nominated in this category?
Supporting Actress: Juliette Binoche, The English Patient. She’s very attractive, I’d like to watch her give a very long speech in a very seethrough outfit.
Director: Joel Coen for Fargo or Anthony Minghella for The English Patient. The Coens deserve it, though.
Foreign Film: Kolya, but I have no idea why.
Original Screenplay: Fargo.
Adapted Screenplay: The English Patient.
I could go on and on about all the other categories, but db I really have any idea on how they decide the Live Action Short Film or Sound
Effects Editing categories? Anyone who tells you their picks for these categories is either just writing to fill up space or likes the sound of their
own voice. You get enough of that kind of writing in Features and Editorials. The only other category that I would like to make a prediction in is
the Original Song category. I really would be happy if that nice boy Adam Schlesinger (of Fountains of Wayne) won for his song “That Thing You
DxiLLironisouiC-ruovtC-Wbtch l.Ctiif t.renicinber the name of. He writes really catchy tunes.

English Patient. I like Shine but
Patient will probably win.
Foreign Language Film: The
Czech Republic’s picture Kolya is
the front runner and it is being
shown at the Avon. Go see it so
you can tell your friends that you
saw the Foreign Film that won
before it did. It’ll raise your sta
tus. Maybe not.
Makeup: Making Eddie Murphy
various weights may have caused
a ruckus with overweight people,
so for that reason The Nutty Pro
fessor should win. Personally I
like Borgs better then Murphy so
I’d rather see Star Trek win.
Original Dramatic Score: I’ll get
back to you on this one.
Original Musical or Comedy
Score: There is a Disney film in

here. I really don’t have to say
anything else. Actually
one more thing. I hate
Disney.
Original Song: This
category upsets me.
Last fall I got the Foun
tains of Wayne’s self
titled debut. It is won
derful catchy pop. I later
found out that Adam
Schlesinger wrote the
music for That Thing
You Do!. I loved the music in that
too. I was ecstatic that he got an
Oscar nomination. Then I saw that
he was up against Madonna for
that crap Evita and that other
worthless musical number “Be
cause You Loved Me.” The love
numbers win — but I don’t like it
and you’ll have to drag me kick
ing and screaming away from my
TV when I find out that
Schlesinger didn’t win.
Sound:
I don’t think that
Evita will win, which is hysterical
since the whole movie relied on
singing. Independence Day won’t
win, all they had were explosions.
That leaves Twister.
Sound Effects Editing: Eraser
should walk home with it. Day
light! No, but nice try.
Best Visual Effects: Indepen
dence Day will win. They had
more explosions then you could
shake a stick at. Plus most were
done with models, which gives
you a more realistic picture. (The
irony of those last two words used
in context to Independence Day is
actually quite silly.)

Southard
Summs
It Up
Jerry MaguireDefinitely won’t win and
SHOULDN’T. The movie was en
tertaining. The little boy was cute.
An obvious crowd pleaser and
Hollywood moneymaker- the
movie already grossed $138 mil
lion, proving that America loves to
look at Tom Cruise and doesn’t
like to think too much, but up
against movies like Fargo and The
English Patient Jerry Maguire’s
realization about the evils of
Sport’s Capitalism doesn’t quite
seem deserving of an Academy
Award.
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A Ribbon Around
a Bomb
dent life of adventure and the un
Portrait of An Artist, the film
expected.
Beautifully
filmed
with
on
Frieda
Kahlo, traces the tumul
A&E Writer
authentic costumes and a scenic tuous life and career of this capti
n celebration of Women’s His Australian backdrop, My Brilliant vating painter. The film points to
tory Month, the Women’s Career provides a refreshing and Kahlo’s fame, derived from her
Studies Program and the De inspirational alternative to the provocative self portraits, her vio
partments of Political Science andCinderella story.
lent imagery, her controversial
Sociology have sponsored a threeThe second part of this three- Communist politics and her
part film series, showing movies night series was unfortunately stormy marriage to Cubist and
by and about extraordinary poorly attended, and many missed Mexican Mural painter Diego
women, honoring a history of out on two short films about two Rivera. The film shows the de
some tragically overlooked figures critical figures in the history of velopment of Kahlo’s works, of
in the art and film industry.
female artists- Berthe Morisot and ten hauntingly autobiographical
The first film of the series was Frieda Kahlo. The first film was and revealing. Her paintings re
shown on March
6th entitled My
Brilliant Career.
The film was di
rected by Gillian
Armstrong, pro
duced by Marga
ret Fink, and is
based on a novel
by
Miles
Franklin. The
story takes place
in 19th century
Australia, where
young Sybylla
Melyvn emerges
on the screen
with wild hair, a
dirty face and an
unconventional
dream for women
of her time and
position.
Sybylla, played
by actress Judy
Davis,
has
dreams of be
coming a writer,
an actress, a con
cert pianist- any
escape from the
dreaded life that
her mother leads
as a wife and a
poor farmhand.
Frida Kahlo, The Two Fridas, 1939. Oil on canvas.
Sybylla is in
formed by her parents that because The Forgotten Impressionist about veal her torment over her many
of her undesirability and her re painter Berthe Morisot, who ex miscarriages and inability to bear
fusal to be married off, she must hibited in 1874 with thirty other a child due to a near-fatal car acci
relieve her family of the burden avante garde artists, including dent, in such paintings as “Me and
that she is and be packed off to Renoir and Monet, in the famous My Doll” and “My Birth,” images
become a house servant. She is Impressionist show which was a plagued with veins, blood and torn
rescued from this terrible fate by form of rebellion against the flesh. There is a constant deathly
her affluent grandmother who French Academy. She was the presence in her works, images of
takes her into her lavish home and only woman to exhibit in the show, skeletons and pierced skin, under
into the popular social circles, de in a time when women weren’t scoring her horror and pain with.
termined to make a lady out of her. even allowed admission into Art The movie also follows the change
In the city she shocks and offends Academies. Her impressionistic in her work when her husband Di
those with manners and taste be style, which earned the admiration ego Rivera, who was described as
cause of her strong will and attracts of such major figures in Art His central to the artist’s life and her
the attentions of a prominent bach tory, such as Manet, consistently inspiration, topped off his many
elor Harry Beechum, played by made her the subject of the press infidelities by having an affair with
Sam Neil. The story begins famil who would state simply, “She is Kahlo’s sister.
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Portrait ofAn Artist, the film on Frieda Kahlo, traces
the tumultuous life and career of this captivating
painter. The film points to Kahlo’s fame, derived
from her provocative self portraits, her violent
imagery, her controversial Communist politics and
her stormy marriage to Cubist Diego Rivera.
iarly with this restless feminine
spirit, recalling such characters as
Jo from Alcott’s Little Women or
Catherine
from
Austen’s
Northanger Abbey. The departure
from this characteristic role comes
as Harry actively pursues and
eventually proposes to Sybylla, an
offer which is considered an ex
tremely fortunate opportunity for
a woman of Sybylla’s position and
looks. Unlike most dramas with
this theme, the woman is not res
cued by the man in the end, but
instead refuses marriage and its
manacles and chooses an indepen-

woman and therefore capricious.”
She was considered by her col
leagues as one of the most impor
tant artists of the era, yet has been
neglected, unlike her comrades
Monet and Renoir. The movie
explains some possible reasons for
this neglect, such as the fact that
there was no studio sale at her
death and her works were given to
her descendants. The film traces
the creative growth of the artist and
honors her as one of the most im
portant figures of the impression
ist movement, (whom an interest
is thankfully being renewed.)

Throughout the tragic events
that took place in Frieda Kahlo’s
life, relentlessly discussed in the
press, the artist consistently pro
duced works which were always
challengingly female and brutally
honest, honoring her Mexican
heritage and her personal past.
Andre Breton , the Pope of Surre
alism appropriately described
Kahlo’s work as “a ribbon around
a bomb.” Kahlo replied to her cat
egorization as a surrealist saying,
“They said I was a surrealist...I
never painted dreams, I painted my
own reality.”

by Shaggy'99
A&E Writer
Asst. Advertising Slave

o, I was thinking the other
day, and I decided that thus
far, my life has been pretty
interesting. I mean, I am no
tural icon, or anything like that, but
I think that my life would work
nicely as a syndicated sitcom.
However, because of my utter lack
of motivation and drive, I sincerely
doubt that I will ever be able to sell
the idea to a network (except
maybe WB or UPN). So, rather
than peddle my pilot episode
around the entertainment world for
several years before I die in some
gutter as a lonely, penniless man,
I think I will write a set of mem
oirs. That way, I can just give it to
some publicist/agent type, and he
can do all the dirty work for me.
And while he is getting doors
slammed in his face at publishing
houses across the nation, I can pur
sue other noble virtues such as
womanizing, drinking and robbing
banks. Debauchery is cool.
I dunk that I really want to play
a diggederoo. Sorry, random
thought just snuck in there. Well,
I think that I am going to begin
now. Here are some more random
thoughts. Except, these thoughts
are actually random stories. Sort
of. Anyhow. And I did not even
embellish diem (much).

S

The Smuggler
It was in between my senior
year of high school and my fresh
man year of college that this little
tale takes place. It was August, and
my family and went on a cruise to
Bermuda. Luckily forme, once in
international waters, you could
drink and gamble if you were 18.
Which I was. Lucky for me.
The drinking part was easy. All
you had to do was sign your name
on a receipt, and the drink was
yours. You could even tip the
server/bartender on the receipt. No
cash needed. I was concerned
about running up too large of a bill,
but after my seventh or eighth gin
and tonic, all I cared about was the
blackjack table, and Eva, the beau
tiful dealer from Armenia.
I only came with $50, which I
burned through within the first
hour of gambling. My coffers
were empty, and I needed a loan
from Mom. After begging and
pleading in my intoxicated state, I
was able to mooch $20, and was
warned never to ask again through
out the remainder of the trip. I
didn’t even need to. Twenty dol
lars turned into fifty, into one hun
dred, and finally, by the time we
got to Bermuda, I had seven-hun
dred dollars, all won through gam
bling. The drunker I got, the
luckier my cards were. It was fane
tastic.
I believe I mentioned I was on
a cruise. Most people on cruises
return home with a tan, a little
color in their cheeks. Not me.
When I got back, I was still frogbelly white, because I had spent
100% of my time in the Quarter
deck lounge, hitting, splitting,
double downing and standing.
So, here I am in Hamilton, Ber
muda, with $700 and a fat buzz
kicking. A perfect time to buy
some presents for my friends back
home. So, I went shopping. I got
two cartons of cigarettes for Ben
end Eric. I got a box of Cuban ci

gars for Abbey, a bottle of whis
key for Nicole, tequila for Mike,
gin for myself, and vodka for Erik.
Ben and Eric were also the recipi
ents of a bottle of Bailey’s and a
bottle of Kahlua. Scotch for Sors,
and some more vodka for Tracy.
cul
 get the picture. All-in-all, I
You
had purchased 12 1.5 liter bottles
of booze, plus about 20 of the little
miniature bottles. You know what
I’m talking about — those little
tiny bottles they use in airplanes.
The ones with the one shot per
bottle. So anyhow, I went a little
crazy with those and got liquor I
had never had before — some
more scotch, bourbon, etc. I like
to think of myself as a good friend,
but you are probably saying, what
is this guy nuts? I mean, I ran up a
pretty good bill. But, that’s the
beauty of it. The way I was buy
ing this junk, I was not being
charged any “sin taxes,” so I was
getting it all for maybe 30% of
what I could buy it for stateside. I
was in 7th Heaven.
Time to leave Bermuda, and for
the remainder of the cruise, I
sunned myself on a lounge chair
on the foredeck. Yea, right. Once
again, I retreated to my casinos,
and gambled, gambled, gambled.
Drunk as a wino on Boones, I
made some more money. I knew
when to hold them, knew when to
fold them. I knew when to walk
away, and I knew when to run. I
never counted my money when I
was sitting at the table...You know
the song. I was Kenny Rogers for
one fleeting week.
So, we get back to New York
Harbor, and I am sitting pretty with
almost $1500 in tens and twenties
in my wallet (told you I was good).
Time to pass through customs.
The Customs code states that a US.
Citizen returning from abroad may
return with one liter of liquor, one
carton of cigarettes, $10,000 of
currency, and $400 of merchandise
purchased, duty free. US. Citizens
under the age of 21 are entitled to
the same, however, they are not
permitted to bring alcohol back.
Above these quantities, you must
pay duty, and if you are paying
duty, you might as well not even
buy it, because any money you
saved by buying it overseas, you
loose when duties are collected.
Knowing my overseas purchases,
you can imagine my dilemma.
My parents would not help me.
They would turn a blind eye to my
misdoings, but if I got caught, then
I was just going to be some cabana
boy stowaway they picked up.
They would not shield me from the
long arm of the law. I knew what
I had to do. I had a mission. Sneak
in all my booty without getting
caught, and without having to pay
duty.
And so, I loaded up my suit
case, and stuffed all my clothing
into my carrying backpack. I
crammed that backpack so full of
clothes, it looked like I was going
to be backpacking through the
Andes. And the. suitcase. Well,
my suitcase would make sloshing
noise every time it was disturbed.
I had a premonition: I was going
to get caught for this. It was not
going to be pretty.
After a couple hours of waiting
for US. Customs agents to fill out
all the paperwork, and for luggage
to be unloaded, we were permit-

continued on page 18
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Damn those musicians
cent and characters weren’t that
enthusiastic. Let’s just say, it took
Asst. A&E Editor
a few minutes to really get into the
show.
Welcome ladies and gentlemen,
Damn Yankees started to re
to the land of live theater. It is the
deem itself, though, with the third
land where anything can happen.
number, “Blooper Ballet.” Those
Welcome to the land where naked
good ol’ base
men, disgruntled musi
ball players re
cians, and acceptable]
claimed them
character breaks hap
selves and the
pen. Welcome, ladies]
and gentlemen, to the]
rest of the cast
with their fan
land of Damn Yankees.
tastic dance.
This past Tuesday,
The number
March 18th, Damn Yan
had incredible
kees made its Provi
choreography
dence debut at the
and dancers,
Providence Performing
plus the actors
Arts Center, however,
were having a
much to peoples dis
blast with the
may, things were not
song and it
going as planned. Au
showed. My
dience members sensed
attitude to
something was wrong
wards
the
when they walked in the
show started to
front of the building and
change, and
found musicians strik
the next num
ing the PPAC. They
ber, “Heart,”
could also sense some
completely
tension when the doors
transformed
to the theater opened
my opinion. I
much later than usual
started to en
and the show ran
joy myself.
twenty-five minutes
Overall,
late. Some audience
Damn Yan
members were so dis
kees, (I almost
contented that they
started to chant-clap to
hate to admit
this) is defi
get the show started.
Their rudeness didn’t
nitely one of
work, although it did
the most enter
John-Michael Flate (Joe Hardy) and jerry Lewis
force a semi-bewildered
taining plays I
(Appelgate) in Damn Yankees, directed by Jack O'Brien
Jerry Lewis on the stage
have seen in a
with the apologetic explanation nately, the delay caused many pes king time. Granted, the acting, at
that the there was an incredible simistic mind frames. I had doubts times was poor. Joy Franz, who
mix-up. Problems had arisen be for several reasons. I wasn’t much plays Meg Boyd “over-acted” so
cause Damn Yankees had brought of a fan of Jerry Lewis, I didn’t ap much that I almost felt bad for her.
their own musicians, creating preciate (he delay, and I really Her facial and body expressions
stress with PPAC’s own musicians. hadn’t heard much about the ac were so poor that I wanted to go
To settle the problem, a whole new tual show. The first number, “Six up on stage and whisper in her ear
orchestra of musicians were hired Months Out of Every Year,” wasn't to calm it down a bit. Her only
at the last minute. Everyone be very impressive. The music saving quality was her singing
came nervous. "How will these wasn’t that grand and the orches voice. However, the humor of the
new musicians and their inexperi tra was just getting warmed up. it show was incredible. The “Sena
ence with this music work out?” was difficult to hear the singers and tors,” or the baseball boys, were
was the question of the hour. Mu I don’t think the musicians realized great. Lola, played by Susan Tay
sic can make or break and show, how loud they were playing. Plus, lor, was also a high-light of the
and much to the relief of everyone, the choreography was not magnifi show. The men in the audience
by Venessa Anderson '99

(the cast, the musicians, and the
audience members) the musicians
were wonderful and professional.
The overture received many ap
proving claps and voices.
The show finally got started at
7:30, a half an hour late. Unfortu-

were drooling over her “fat-free”
body and unusually long legs,
while everyone else was impressed
with her voice, her acting, and her
wonderful dancing. Her first num
ber, “A Little Brains, A Little Tal
ent,” wasn’t that good because the
song really wasn’t in her vocal
range, but everything else Taylor
attempted was superb.
Now to get to the subject that
everyone is curious about: Jerry
Lewis. Yes, Jerry Lewis was the
big name that made this show a
success. Yes, Jerry Lewis can be
pretty annoying. But, yes, (this is
really hard for me to write...) Jerry
Lewis was great. There. I admit
ted it. Yes, Jerry Lewis is a mar
velous entertainer. As the man sit
ting next to me said, “He still has
what it takes.”
Last week I interviewed JohnMichael Flate (Joe Hardy) and
asked him what his favorite part
of the show was. His answer was
Act One, Scenes Six; it is the scene
where Lewis is wearing the
fireman’s outfit. Flate explained
that he loved this scene because
Jerry always tries to make him
laugh during it. Much to my plea
sure, much to Flate’s dismay,
Jerry’s antics just happened to
work this past Tuesday. Audience
members started to giggle when
they noticed Flate and Lewis
cracking small grins. Little by
little, the grins got bigger and big
ger, to the point where both men
had to turn their backs to laugh. It
eventually got so bad (in a good
sense) that the two of them just
gave up. Flate turned to the audi
ence and mumbled some sort of
apology, but Lewis shot a goofy
smile and said, about his co-actor,
“He’s a bitch to work with.” In
defense, Flate mentioned later that
evening that “he was picking on
me. I just couldn’t help it.” The
humor of the scene was unbeliev
able.
Another great scene was the
“Those Were the Good Old Days”
number. For all intensive pur
poses, this was Jerry’s part of the
play. This scene was made for

Jerry to shine. The action of the
scene basically revolves around
Jerry and his “cane trick.” He
throws a cane up in the air and tries
to catch it behind his back, but until
he can actually catch the cane, he
improvises and tells some hilari
ous jokes. It’s really a crowd
pleaser scene, and I’d be ashamed
to admit that I liked it, if it wasn’t
good, but, the scene was great.
I think the sets and the cos
tumes are also worth mentioning.
I liked the fact that all of Lola’s
costumes had pink in them, and
that everyone had on a completely
new costumes for curtain call. I
thought that was original and
something you don’t see very of
ten. The sets were, in a new-agey,
fifties sort of way, intriguing. One
number that I loved the set-up for
was “Near to You.” It was simple
in the way that it was the bedroom
of the Boyd’s house, but complex
in the way that two souls were por
trayed through scrims to create a
really awe-some effect. I also like
how the sets could turn around so
that the inside of the house would
rotate and show the outside in less
than a second. You really got the
effect that the characters were
walking out of their house.
Like I said earlier, this play is
one of the most entertaining shows
I have seen in awhile. I think what
I liked most about the play was that
there were so many abnormal oc
currence that evening that every
thing seemed new. When you
think about it, how many times
does a strike, and character breaks
happen in one show? Not many.
Seeing Jerry Lewis deal with these
problems was great. He did not
lose his cool once. I think I loved
this performance so much because
I saw first hand that theater really
is the land where anything can and
does happen. If nothing else, go
to the play just to see the naked
guy. He’s kind of chubby, but he
has a great sense of humor. To get
tickets to see Damn Yankees, you
can call 421 -ARTS for more infor
mation.

Shaggy's Memoirs Continued
continued from page 16

ted Io disembark from the ocean
liner which served as our home for
the last week. I took a final lour
of the bar and casino areas, which
were closed, as per American laws.
My family and I entered the
pier’s holding area, which re
sembled a large warehouse, where
all out luggage was arranged in
rows. As I was retrieving said lug
gage, I suddenly found myself sur
rounded by US. Customs agents.
“Excuse me, sir,” one says. “We
would like to conduct a spot check
on your suitcase.” Damn. Damn,
damn, damn, damn, damn.
So, they take me back in to this
room, along with my family, and
start going on about how their drug
sniffing dog, a German Shepherd
named Daisy, marked my suitcase
for searching. Damn, damn, damn,
damn. Stupid mutt.
After I sign a waiver allowing
them to check my bag (the alter
native was obtaining a warrant),
they cracked it open, and first saw

the two cartons of cigarettes. They
begin to tell me about the legali
ties of bringing in two cartons, and
how I must pay duties on anything
over one carton. Next order of
business...
After moving a layer of t-shirts,
they hit paydirt. That’s right, my
secret bootleg stash, 18 liters of
liquid gold. Damn. First they be
gin to spout more customs jargon,
duties, etc, and then they realized
I was under 21, which resulted in
the immediate confiscation of the
booze. Damn. However, this did
not explain why Daisy decided my
bag needed to be searched.
A box of cigars which had
stamped on the lid “Son De Ha
vana.” Oh boy. I was told that we
have a trade embargo against
Cuba. I had, of course, known this
before, but my selective memory
chose to block it out. Apparently
I broke some cardinal state depart
ment regulation or something like
that. I could have my citizenship
stripped from me, or something

like that. Damn. I was in serious
hot water.
However, that’s not why my
bag was flagged for search and
seizure. Flashback to the night
before. It was our last night on the
boat, and there was a special is
lands party, complete with those
little coconut mugs you see every
one drinking out of on Gilligan’s
Island. What I perfect souvenir, I
decided. I threw one in my suit
case, and one in my backpack.
Turns out that my little coco
nut mug sent off Daisy’s olfactory
alarm bells. First I got a stern lec
ture about bringing foreign flora
and fauna into the US. I guess I
could have spread some sort of
epidemic or caused a blight or
some nonsense like that. They
were definitely not happy about
this.
Now, as I recount this to you, I
sound quite calm, perhaps even a
little jovial about the whole ordeal.
Let me assure, this was not the case
while I was in the custody of the

US Customs agents. Its a miracle
my boxers stayed dry, and I was
waiting to get thrown in a holding
cell full Chinese illegal aliens in
tercepted by the Coast Guard while
hiding in the hold of a freighter. I
was anything but composed.
I was issued a summons, and
appeared in US Federal Court. I
plead no contest to charges of vio
lating the Customs Code, and was
levied a fine of $1500, because I
foolishly revealed to the magistrate
that my only liquid assets which
were those I won on the cruise. To
teach me a lesson, he says. Sorry,
your honor, 1 learned my lesson
back in the harbor, when the Cus
toms fellows told my parents that
I was under suspicion of smug
gling drugs.
That is the official end of the
story, but there’s a little insult
added to injury which happens
later. The one coconut mug which
was not discovered by The Man
was given a place of honor on my
shelves in my room. Mom, I said,

don’t touch a thing while I am at
college. She likes to throw my
junk out when I can’t stop her.
Anyhow, I made her promise not
to touch anything in my room.
She promised.
So, I go to college, and come
back at Thanksgiving. She tells
me that she did not touch any
thing. She says that she upheld
her promise. She never even
opened the door.
When I entered the room of my
youth for the first time in months,
I noticed a retched smell, and al
most a greenish, foggy-haze.
Turns out my little coconut mug
became the festering breeding
grounds for scores of fungal and
bacterial matter. Spores floated
around the air of my room, and
the mug was over flowing with
disgusting algae-looking stuff. Oh
boy. I had to sleep in the guest
room for Thanksgiving, because
I was concerned about contract
ing some strange tropical disease,
thanks to that damn coconut mug.
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Who is YOUR Favorhe PC
bAskEibAU phyER?

Matt Felzani '99
"God because he's the only one who I don't feel guilty
making sacrifices to!"

Rachel Watt '99, Rele Abiade '99,
Meagan Philbrick '99 & Craig Nicholson '99
"Corey Wright because Rele always catches him on the
rebound!"

Meaghan Murray '00 & Maggie Curran '00
"Derrick Brown because we love that little thing above
his eye!"

Nick Kent '97 & Dani Boudreau '99
"Jeremy Harkin because he's been the most consistent
over the four years!”

Gayle Fasanello '98 & Amy Morrone '98
"Ruben because he is jacked!!!!!!!"

Rosie Bchara '99 & Cheryl Gillpatrick '99
"Jamal because he is so damn cute!"
Matty & Rizzo: "Ndongo N'Diaye because he's the leanest and the meanest!"

Mike Angelo '98 & Matt Carreiro '98
"Croshere because of the 80-foot shot!"

Debra Fabrizzi '97
"Dave Nebers!"
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CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS

©.O.p. Fine flrts Committee
presents...

Providence College
Portuguese Club
4th Annual Dinner
Dance

fill Student production!!
student ‘Directed, Written,
fleted & produced,
-flpril 10 through 13
-Catherine of §iena
-Tix on sale in ©Op offiee
week of tlpril 7

Date: Sunday, April 6th
Time: 1:00pm
Place: Our Lady of Fatima Hall
Cumberland, RI
Donation of $15 for Adults
Music By Party Time DJ
For More Info Call Vanessa
ext 3900

AED IS SELLING
GIFT PACKAGES!!!

Tutors Needed For High
School Matematics

to be delivered to anyone

Volunteers needed to assist
afterschool in nearby schools.
If intrestedplease call Sarah or
Kirsten at ext. 2440

attention
Class of '9?
Photo Drop Offs for
the Commencement
Video are now in
Progress!!!
April 8, 9,10
& April 15,16,1Z
10:30-1:30
In Lower Slavin
Don't Forget To Put
Your Name On Each
Photo & A SelfAddressed Stamped
Envelope For The
Return Of Your Photos.
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#1 2 Balloons and Daisies or Cookie
$3.00

#2 6 Balloons
$4.00
#3 6 Balloons and a Frosted Cake
$12.00
J
I

j
I

#4 6 Balloons and Daisies or Cookie
$5.00

To be delivered at anytime
Call Nicole at x3784 to order one today

Attention!
All clubs and organizations!

If you haven't had your
yearbook picture taken yet...
CALL THE YEARBOOK
OFFICE
at x2428 or Renee at x3212

If there are any questions,
feel free to call
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Bring your Mountain
Bikes, Rollarbiades,
Hiking Boots, and

your Sense of

hw larMn Bnffrt!’

Adventure back from

Square and Line Dancing!
Raffles!
Prizes!

Spring Break!!!

Saturday, April 5th
Spin
No Cover

hO TOM MT TO JFCNh ®
JMmfO DM QMCKCF

It's fun for everyone!!!

EMOEMTJ WHILE JMTHNIN
ILJMLWEOTT
For more information
attend a video presentation
Monday, April 7th
Feinstein
Room 212

attention Class
of 1999!!

B.O.P. Over 21 Social and
Fine Arts Committee
presents
AN AROUND THE WORLD.,.
Featuring International Food and
Alckoltc Beverages (with id)
Slavin lawn
Fridag, April 18th, Apm-8pm

Today is the Last
Day For the
Done With Ch
T-Shirt Con testi!
Submit Slogans to
Student Congress
No Later Than
4pm Today!!
Winner Gets $25
and a Free
Tfilagaad-t*

B.O.P. Social Presents...
ok£>e TyMe

photos

TUESDAY, APRIL 15TH
LOWER SLAVIN 10-2 PM
$1.00

October 4,1996

GRAPHICS
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Sidewalk SobbleguM ©1996 Cl§y Soften

Spgak **)»,»

C.

WRo^ fc-xhibrlinn uiicrl anjm&j behavior—
man or bcaisfV P
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CONGRATS FRIARS!!!!!!!!
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photos by Leah McLean '98, Christian Troy '98 and Andy Schreiner '97

SPORTS
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Women's Ice
Hockey
Continued
continued from page 28

Enter Jen Wagner. The Lady
Friars drew a powerplay and be
gan setting it up. Catherine
Hanson let one go from the point
and Jen crashed the net and tipped
in the rebound. A minute later, on
another powerplay, Laurie Baker
buried a wristshot when she caught
one in the slot. The score was now
tied-the Lady Friars had taken back
the game.
The third period was an all-out
battle, each team trading scoring
chances, and ended in another
stalemate. Sara DeCosta looked
like a ringer from the pros-somebody check her pads, she was awe
some. The crowd screamed when

PC ATHLETES OF THE WEEK
<___________ -______ _ _________________________________________________________________ >

broke loose.
Myia Yates was called for
checking at 13:03. On the ensu
ing faceoff Catherine Hanson was
called for checking as well, (Let
me just say that this was a ridicu
lous call). Catherine, quite under
standably, went nuts, slamming her
stick against the boards. The ref
then slapped Catherine with a ten
minute misconduct. Coach Barto
was furious, as was the entire
bench.
Out of all this commotion re
sulted a five on three powerplay
for UNH, a phenomenon that is
non-existent in overtime. Six sec
onds into the man advantage,
UNH’s Carisa Zaban tipped in a
point shot that got past Sara

Men's Basketball Team
(From Senegal, Africa, to Los
Angeles, California)
Men's Basketball

The Providence College men’s basketball team defeated Marquette, 81-59 on March 14th and Duke, 98-87
on March 16th. Providence's win against Marquette was the team’s first NCAA Tourney victory since
1987. PC's victory against Duke enabled the Friars to advance to the NCAA Southeast Regional in Bir
mingham, Alabama.

Spring Sports
Continue to Roll
Laurie Baker '99 did her best to help the Friars in the playoffs

Sara, on several occasions, stopped
shots that would have scored on
any other goaltender in the league.
Give credit on the other side to
UNH goaltender Alicia Roberts
who on a number of occasions
stared down Baker flying down the
wing. The period ended tied at
three goals apiece.
Overtime turned out to be a
nightmare for the Lady Friars as
they faced a referee and linesman
who were inept, at best. There’s a
saying in hockey called “putting
away the whistles.” It refers to
what referees are supposed to do
in overtime, essentially letting the
players decide the game’s out
come. This appeared to be the refs’
intentions after a penalty-less third
period. In overtime, however, the
referees took the game into their

DeCosta. The UNH players ex
ploded in celebration as the Lady
Friars stood in disbelief, their sea
son over.
“I feel that the refs controlled
the game, not the players,” said
Hanson. “We were getting called
for stuff that shouldn't be called
in overtime. In the third, they (ref
erees) put their whistles away and
just let us play. When we came out
for overtime, all of the sudden we
had to kill two penalties.”
Coach Barto commented,’’One
of the officials made the statement
before the third that they would let
the girls play. They did in the third,
but in OT they brought out the
whistles and made some bad calls.
I was mad because we had to kill
four penalties and they (UNH)
only had one. The referees allowed

The Lady Friars were able to
successfully thwart these two
powerplays and began picking up
momentum. Then all hell broke
loose.
own hands.
The Lady Friars were forced to
kill off back-to-back checking and
interference penalties early in the
sudden death frame. Interference
is a call that just shouldn’t be made
in OT. In Coach Jackie Barto’s
words, “There’s interference all
over the ice, in OT it should be a
non-call." The Lady Friars were
able to successfully thwart these
two powerplays and began pick
ing up momentum. Then all hell

the game to get out of hand.”
Coach Barto continued, “ We
worked so hard to get to that posi
tion, it’s too bad it ended that way.”
UNH went on to the final and
lost to Northeastern. Hats off to a
tough UNH squad that played a
great game. To all the people that
made the trip to support the team,
thanks. To the players; thanks for
a great season, we’re all proud of
you.

continued from page 28

D. Williams made relatively
easy work of Menta in the #1
singles slot, cruising to a 6-1,6-2
victory. His brother Jamie fol
lowed suit in the #2 position. J.
Williams took his first game 6-1
and held off Iyer 7-5 in a tough sec
ond game. Number three man
Vivar notched the Friars’ third win
6-1, 6-4 as his team improved to
4-1 on the spring season.
BASEBALL ROLLS TO 12-2
MARK
The baseball team upped its
mark to 12-2 on Tuesday, trounc
ing visiting Brown 18-3. The Fri
ars banged out 17 hits and scored
in every inning. PC also took three
out of four from Navy in Maryland
over the weekend. The Friars’
only loss was a 3-2 setback in the
first game of Sunday’s doubleheader.
Doug Wall registered the pitch
ing victory against Brown, strik

ing out four while allowing six
hits. Bryan Tamul blasted a pair
of homers and Keith Reed hit out
another to highlight the Friars’ 18hit display. DH Corey Bike was
3-6 with two doubles, two RBI’s,
and three runs scored. Leadoff
man Jay Hairston also went 3-6
and scored three times, while Reed
and Scott Friedholm led the club
in RBI’s with three apiece.
PC earned a 2-1 victory in
Sunday’s second game behind five
solid innings by Jim O’Brien.
O’ Brien struck out six and allowed
just one hit and no runs. The Fri
ars’ offense managed five hits, led
by Hairston’s 2-4 effort. The tri
umph helped to heal the wounds
from the first game’s loss, in which
Andy Byron pitched seven innings
ofsix-hit, three-run ball. The Mid
shipmen didn’t move ahead for
good until the last half of the sev
enth. Julian Bracali paced PC at
the plate, garnering two of his
team’s six hits and knocking in a

run.
Todd Icantalupo showed savvy
on the mound in Saturday’s first
game, enduring an extra long 10
innings as PC escaped with a 1-0
victory. Icantalupo struck out 12
and walked none while giving up
just four hits.
Bracali was the man who came
through with the late game hero
ics. Coach Charlie Hickey inserted
Bracali as a pinch hitter in the
tenth, and he responded by knock
ing in Angelo Ciminello for the
decisive tally.
PC had a little more breathing
room in the second contest, win
ning 6-2. Hurler Rob Corraro
upped his mark to 3-0 while strik
ing out six and surrendering six
hits in a seven inning effort. Mike
Pandolfo chalked up a pair of
RBI’s and a hit while Bracali went
1-1, had an RBI, and scored once.
Ciminello, Tamul, Scott Palmieri,
and Mike Harrington each had one
hit apiece.

Thank You for
Allowing Me to Vent
continued from page 25

by not attending their school’s athletic events. This is a Division I college, and so we have the highest level
of amateur athletics underneath our noses. And what’s odd is that there are literally hundreds, if not a
thousand, PC students who gave their high school years to sports but were unable to continue because they
went to a D I school. It seems since sports has turned away from them, they have turned away from sports.
I recently heard a PC coach say that the PC family we hear so much about doesn’t really begin until after
graduation. The coach is absolutely right. The biggest crowd the men’s hockey club had all year was during
Alumni weekend. Current students have other things to do.
So please, show some sa... er, guts as the spring arrives. If we get decent numbers at the games and those
numbers show a shred of life, it may boost our heroes. Sure, the foreign sound of cheering may frighten our
Friars at first, but it will soon be a seventh man. The good guys will win, give me really good interviews
afterwards, and then I can get back to writing the “Holy S***, he’s changed my life!” articles you know and
love. Thank you.

SPORTS
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Not Basket
Weaving, Either
breaks the stereotype that our athletes only
take basket weaving classes.”
Gladys is a Political Science major with

by Pieter J. Ketelaar '97

Sports Writer

They are called student athletes and not
athlete students for a reason.
Senior Colleen Doyle and sophomore
Gladys Ganiel, who were named to the GTE
Academic All-America District I Team this
week, are fine examples of what is right with
college athletics.
Doyle, in addition to being a force on
the Lady Friar swim team, has achieved a
cumulative grade point average of 3.81
through seven semesters. Ganiel has at
tained a 3.87 GPA through three semesters
at Providence College while being a prime
contributor to the very successful cross
country and track teams of recent years.
“I’ve always gotten good grades,” said
Colleen, “I’ve always worked hard. What
ever I get, I get. I’m honored that I was
chosen for this team. It’s great to be recog
nized for all the hard work I’ve done. Aca
demics is just another dimension of who I
am.”
Hailing from Seattle, WA, Colleen is an
American Studies major with a minor in
Math as well as participating in a Business
Studies program. She has one brother,
Kevin, who is a freshman at Providence.
Her father is an athletic di
rector in a Seattle area high
school while her mother
works as an administrative
assistant.
Colleen, a co-captain
for this season’s team, has
always considered herself
to be very self-motivated.
In high school, she had
swim practice at 5 o’clock
every morning. She had to
wake herself up at 4:45
AM so her father could
drive her to practice.
Colleen is quick to
point out that part of being
an athlete is learning how
to budget your time well.
She reports that during the
season she likes to get her
work done during the day
and then go to bed early.
Last semester, Colleen had
more work than usual and
found herself doing work
until 11 PM. She says that
the toughest class at PC was Mod
ern American Fiction. The amount
of reading overwhelmed Colleen
but she managed to get a B+ for
the semester.
One would think that because
she is so busy studying and swim
ming that Colleen would not get a
free moment to herself. Colleen
says that she makes lime for her
self to gel away from the pressure
of sports and school.
After graduating Colleen hopes
to attend graduate school and pur
sue a career in elementary educa
tion. She will be married in Au
gust to Jeff Lowell, who is cur
rently studying counseling psy
chology at the University of Con
necticut.
When Gladys was told that she
was named to the GTE AllAmerica team she was surprised.
“I thought you had to be more
of a prominent athlete to be nomi
nated for such an honor,” said
Gladys. “It’s a good reflection on
the school to have two students on
the team. Brown only had one. It

3.87 through the second semester of her
sophomore year, Gladys jokes that Honors
Civ is looking pretty tough this semester.

Colleen Doyle focuses before the race

a minor in writing She comes from a small
town in Maine called Harrington. She has
two sisters: Becky, 33, and Carla, 22. Her
father is a carpenter and her mother works
in a blueberry factory.
Though she has managed to maintain a

She prefers the closer attention given to stu
dents in the Honors program. She also
craves a challenge and does not want the
knowledge to be “spoon-fed" to her.
Gladys agrees with Colleen that time
management is a key to being a success at
both academics and athletics.
“Being an athlete definitely helps you to
organize your time because there is only so
much time you have to do things. Because
we’re always going on trips we have to gel
things done ahead of time. All the girls on
our team have good grades. Everyone’s
expected to keep their grades up. There’s a
lot of mutual support.”
Gladys points to not having a TV in her
room as also helping her academically.
Gladys says that she studies while she eats
to save time.
Outside of athletics Gladys is active in a
Baptist church in Smithfield and likes to
spend her free time with the church com
munity.
After college, Gladys hopes to go into
journalism. Ironically, her lowest grade in
her time at PC, a B+, was in a journalism
class. She would like to work on political
writing or sports.
Both Colleen and Gladys are up for con
sideration for the GTE Academic AllAmerica At-Large National Team to be an
nounced on April 10.

No
One
Knew
by John Carchedi '98

Ticked off Asst. Sports Editor

I just want to clarify what happened this
weekend. While the hoop team was bring
ing more life to this school than it has had
in recent years, another team was already
in the Final Four. The women’s ice hockey
squad, which has quietly owned the sport
for the last decade, lost an overtime heart
breaker to UNH Saturday. This is the same
UNH team that went five overtimes (about
160 minutes of championship hockey) last
year to edge PC for the national title. Sat
urday marked one of the biggest games in
school history. No one knew it.
There were roughly five Friar fans in the
stands. It was the “Final Four” kids, and
the Lady Friars had no one there for them.
What the hell is a matter with you all?
Are you stupid?
Traditionally (actually incessantly) other
schools have fans that rock. The weakest
fan can get fired up for men’s hoops vs.
Duke, and since Sunday was the first lime
in recent years PC showed emotion for a
sports team, apparently the feeble fan is the
only type of fan prominent on this campus.
Other school’s fans, no matter what the
sport, have become a part of the game and
they’re hell for opposing teams. We’re not.
They have walls that shake. We have Mr.
Rogers' neighborhood. Let’s face it. Provi
dence fans are the sissies of Hockey East,
ECAC, and even the Big East.
Now granted there are dedicated, com
passionate Friar fans. Unfortunately there
are only about five of them.
There arc no bad people here-just a few
thousand confused individuals. For ex
ample:
We yell at a Jewel Concert. Jewel. A
Jewel Concert. It’s Jewel, kids, you don’t
get fired up at a Jewel concert.
You, kids in Fennell, instead of yelling
at the drunkards passing by, go to the game
and yell at the drunken referee. Not to gen
eralize kids, but you idiots off campus de
serve the reputation you carry. The week
end arrives and beer is more important to
you than....well, anything. The alcohol will
still be there after the game. There’s still
plenty of time to abuse your liver, if that’s
what the plans entail.
Few understand what they are missing
continued on page 24

Gladys Ganiel '00

CLASSIFIED
TANNING

College Special!!!
Tan for $3 before 3pm
with college ID
New sun capsule tanning
booth!

Spectrum Tanning
Located at the corner of
Branch and Charles
861-6723
460 Branch Ave
Providence, RI
lody Builders/Athletes:

let the best nutricional
upplements at the lowest
rices— AST,

portpharma, Met-Rx,
diampion. Sale Vyopro,
>HEA, Creatin, Vanadyl!

!all 1 -800-948-4843 for a
■ee catalog. That's 1-80048 HUGE

Drivers Wanted
Connecticut and
Westchester only.
College students,
retirees,anyone to sell
Good Humor Ice Cream
from our vending trucks.
Work outdoors this sum
mer. Be your own boss.
Routes available in your
area. Earn $750-$950
weekly. Male or female.
Apply now for routes that
start this spring and sum
mer. Call Monday-Satur
day
9am-3pm only
(203) 366-2641

Apartment For Rent
P.C. area
6 rms, 3 beds, laundry,
storage and parking.
June 1 $800/ mnth
421-8920
861-3849

Spring Break ’97

Book now and save!
Lowest prices to
Florida, Jamaica,
Cancun, Bahamas,
&Carnival Cruises.
Now Hiring Campus
Reps!
Endless Summer
Tours
1-800-234-7007

Drivers Needed

for Mobile Menu
11:00am -2:00pm
Must have own vehicle and
have insurance and license.
272-3463
Apartment for rent
Pembroke Ave near P.C.
3 large Bedrooms, new
kitchen appliances,
stove, refrigerator,
dishwasher. New gas
baseboard heat, and gas
hot water, new bath
rooms. Secure area with
lighted parking,
Call 274-7763
$750 per month
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The Black and White Down the
Blue Devils - On to the Sweet 16!
continued from page 1

Digger Phelps singing our praises,
while at the same time we haven’t
seen Dick Vitale’s mug on our tele
vision sets in a while. We have
pundits telling anyone who will
listen that the small school from
Providence is playing the best ball
in the tournament.

Capel is right, Flight is a gar
bage man. Along with the un
canny knack of burying a three
over the top of an outstretched arm
or the ability to beat his man off
the dribble, Flight collects the gar
bage, which doesn’t take size, or
speed, or skill.
It takes heart.
“In junior college, nobody

photo by Christian I roy 98

Senior Jason Murdock hit two huge threes against the
top three point shooting team in the nation

And it was proven when sopho
more point guard God Shammgod
scooped up a loose ball, raced to
the other end of the court and, de
spite a Duke foul, dropped the ball
through the goal and the stake
through the Blue Devils hearts.
That play was key, no doubt.
That score and the subsequent free
throw made it 81 -74. That shot put
Providence on the basketball map.
Yet that shot was not the story of
the game.
The story of the game revolves
around one player who has been
overlooked all year (much like
Providence has). This story is
about a player who came from no
where to achieve success and to

”I’ve never hit a
shot like that
before in my life.
Not in practice,
not as a kid,
never."
surpass his goals (much like Provi
dence has). This one player is a
microcosm of the team, a micro
cosm of the school, and a micro
cosm of the city.
Derrick “Flight” Brown was
playing in a very small gym for a
very small junior college in the big
city of Los Angeles. His future in
doubt, his life up in the air. In
Charlotte, he saw an opportunity,
and he grabbed it.
“For us seniors, this could have
been our last game,” pleaded
Flight, hoping the sportswriters
with the blank stares and the high
school basketball backgrounds
would understand. His perfor
mance on Sunday was awe
insipiring, pouring in 33 points on
12-16 shooting.
“He is the ultimate garbage
man,” said Duke forward Jeff
Capel, “and I mean that as the
highest compliment possible.”

knows who you are,” explained
the Brooklyn native who has come
a long way in order to go a long
way. “There is really no motiva
tion to play. I would be playing
when there was nobody in the
gym.”
So what is it like to be playing
in the “Big Dance?”
“It feels good, it’s a nice feel-

play a key part in the Friar victory
with two key three pointers, one of
them coming in the middle of a 132 PC run. Don’t forget center
Ruben Garces, who has spent the
postseason playing with vicious
pain in his legs. Think about
Shammgod, putting aside his scor
ing capabilities and his pride for the
good of the team, while at the same
time enduring the scrutiny put on
him. What about Jamel Thomas,
the most talented player on the
team, putting on a show against the
Devils - scoring, dunking, passing,
stealing.
Finally, who is this Croshere
kid? Can he really play? Can he
take his game to the next level
when it is needed? Where was he
Senior Day against Georgetown,
with the division title on the line?
Where was he in the Big East Semi
finals against Villanova? What is
he thinking?
“I’ve said it before, and I’ll say
it again,” said the senior forward,
a 22 year old kid standing in front
of a hoarde of reporters and doz
ens of cameras. “This has been the
most fun I have had playing bas
ketball in a long time. We are play
ing unselfishly. Sometimes its
Flight that will be talking to you
guys. One game it will be me out
here. It doesn’t matter.”
It sure doesn’t. Croshere didn’t
play a major role in the Duke vic
tory. He was important, no doubt,
scoring 21 points and outplaying
Duke’s inside force Roshown
McLeod. But not huge, by any
means. He was fine, Providence
got the victory. Let Flight step up
to the limelight.

leading his team by a befuddled
Marquette team.
The game was decided in the
first half. The Friars played per
fectly. How perfect? Try 76.9
shooting in the first half, includ
ing a shot at the buzzer from way

sity of Tennessee-Chattanooga on
Friday in Birmingham, Alabama.
The impossible is possible, dreams
can happen. “Where are all my
seniors at?” asked Croshere at the
impromptu pep rally held on
Slavin Lawn. Surveying the

photo by Christian Troy '98

Sophomore guard Jamel Thomas rose to
the challenge presented by Duke

downtown. How downtown? The
play by play for the game read like
this: Croshere 60' 3 PT JUMP.
“I have never hit a shot like that
before in my life. Not in practice,
not as a kid, never.” How about
that for timing.
So now the Friars are in the
Sweet 16, set to play the Univer

Much was made of the Shammgod vs. Wojciechowski matchup:
"Wojo" finished with seven points and two assists

ing.”
Flight isn’t the only rags to
riches type of story. There are
other players. How about Corey
Wright, who was the smallest
player on the court, yet consis
tently stopped Duke point man
Steve Wojciechowski just after he
crossed the half court line. Con
sider Jason Murdock, who after
coping with his lessened role on
the team this year, rebounded to

Two days earlier, it was
Croshere himself who demanded
the limelight. Step up and listen,
boys and girls, as Austin has some
thing to say. What is it that Stuart
Scott says: “Let me clear my
throat.”
The Friars killed the Marquette
Golden Eagles 81-59 in the first
round of the tourney for the honor
to play the Blue Devils. Croshere
scored a career high 39 points in

HOUSES AND APARTMENTS
FOR RENT
2-6 BEDROOMS
WASHER/DRYER
SECURITY SYSTEMS
STOVES, REFRIDGERATORS, DISHWASHERS
LOCATIONS ON PEMBROKE, EATON, AND OAK-j
LAND AVENUES
Call 247-212S

crowd, he asked again. “Where are
all my seniors at?!? You remem
ber when we brought the Big East
Championship to Providence?
Well, we’re going to go and bring
another championship back to
Providence.”
It can happen, Providence.
Believe, baby, just believe.

SWEET 16

New Kitchen: New Cabinets, Stove,
Refridgerator and Dishwasher
New Gas Baseboard Heating
& Hot Water
New Bathrooms
Secure Area with Lighted Parking
$ 750 per month
Call 274-7763
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I Went to Charlotte, and
it Was Okay
by Cory McGann '98
Sports Editor

“Just sit right back and hear a
tale, a tale ofafateful trip " - theme
from Gilligan’s Island.
Ever watch Road Rules? You
know the premise: seven strang
ers thrown together in an RV
(that’s a recreational vehicle, for
those of you who haven’t seen
National Lampoon’s Christmas
Vacation). It happened to me on
the way to Charlotte, North Caro

lina for the NCAA Tournament.
Six other people, all of whom I
knew, were thrown together for the
trip. Yet, they were really random.
Four girls, three guys (you gotta
love those odds) in a rented
minivan, pointed south. Let the
games begin.
Fourteen hours can fly by. Re
ally they can. However, I wouldn’t
know, because in this case, they
didn’t. The ride down was made
possible only by the absolute ex
citement we had about going to see
the team play. When we got there,

it was 10:30 in the morning. Some
hit the sheets running. Some went
to the pool. Two members of our
group (for sake of argument, we’ll
refer to them as Mofo and
Beeyatch) went to the hotel bar.
The game that night was crazy
as Austin Croshere dropped a
bomb on Marquette (where the hell
is Marquette U. located, anyway?).
The most entertaining part of the
game was when Marquette Head
Coach Mike Deane was tossed out
of the game when he got two tech
nical fouls in a row. He was pissed

MEN’S BASKETBALL STATISTICS THROUGH FIRST
TWO GAMES OF THE NCAA TOURNAMENT

Austin Croshere
Derrick Brown
Jamel Thomas
God Shammgod
Ruben Garces
Corey Wright
Jason Murdock
N’dongo N'diaye
Kofi Pointer
Mark Adams
Richard Cordelia
Dennis Cleary

17-32
17-25
12-23
6-12
4-6
2-6
3-6
0-1
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

21-23
7-8
1-2
5-7
2-7
4-4
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

60
46
28
18
10
9
8
0
0
0
0
0

off about a non-call by the refs. In
the press room, some moron re
porter (not this moron reporter)
asked the coach to comment on the
techs. “You know it’s an NCAA
violation to comment on the offi
ciating. Now, why would I want
to violate the NCAA rules?! No
comment!!” He wasn’t happy.
That night we discovered that
the hotel we were staying at pro
vided Pizza Hut to its guests. We
thought this was great, so we de
cided to order a couple of pies.
You know, I love Pizza Hut pizza
just like the next guy. Paying $35
for it, however, just doesn't seem
necessary.
Saturday was trouble-making
time. Three words: Milwaukee’s
Best ICE (in the words of Dennis
Hopper: “bad things man, bad
things"). Of course, my friend
Debbie and I spent an eternity try
ing to find a liquor store, only to
realize that they sell beer in the
supermarket in the south. Off to
the Food King.
I had to do some reporter stuff
while I was chillin’ in Charlotte.
Press conference at the Coliseum.
I took “Debbie” because she
wanted to meet Austin Croshere.
After the incessant drooling
slopped, she stopped wiping her
chin long enough to thank me. No
problem.
We went out that night. The
waitress from Hooters (no thanks
Cowl, this one is on me) told us
about some of the bars downtown.
Taxis being loo expensive, we got
hooked up at the hotel with two
Lincoln Continentals from the “At

Your Service” company. It was a
sweet ride. We got out of the car
looking like rock stars.
That is fitting, since when we
got to the club, we partied like rock
stars. The establishment we at
tended was called the “Have a Nice
Day Cafe.” It was very retro. Sev
enties music was pumped through
the speakers, while we raised the
roof. There was much rejoicing.
Sunday we were playing Duke.
We were nervous, yet things were
looking good for the team. We
walked in with much shame and
left feeling like a million bucks.
While we have heard the stories of
Eaton Street erupting and good
times had by all, there is absolutely
nothing like abusing more than a
few Duke fans. That southern ac
cent by the end of the trip was kill
ing me.
So, at the end of every Road
Rules episode, everyone ends up
learning something. What did we
learn? Shaf learned that the best
seal in the car is not a seat at all.
Chris learned that cheering for the
team is really bad when you are at
the event in an official capacity.
Mofo learned that my roommates
don’t get complexes that easy.
Beeyatch learned that there is no
easy cure for “dry skin” other than
a turtleneck. Debbie learned that
there is such a thing as
Milwaukee’s Best Ice Light.
Unabuford learned that by putting
on a hood while sitting in the front
seat, he sort of looks like the
unabomber from the back. And
me, I learned that a great time
sneaks up on you when you least
expect it.

The Denim

Warehouse

Levi Jeans $10
Guess, Gap, Girbuad, CK, Lizwear
$6
"Retro" Stuff to the 60's
Sweaters ... Coats ... Military
Used, Recycled, Reclaimed, Like
New
260 Pine St, Pawtucket, RI 02860
(401)727 3200

CANCUN,
JAMAICA &
NASSAU *399-00
ALt INCLUSIVE
mwn
TOURS

AIR
TRANS
HOTEL

(20 to choose from)

2 FREE Meals Daily

3 Hrs CREE Drinks
Every
ry Niar
Niaht

VIP

cover

To ALL

Clubs

TOLL FREE

8) 244-3733
>7*3

Group Discounts 8 Greek SpecJaW
Ask How You Can Travel FREEH
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Overtime
Heartbreaker Ices Lady
Friars' Title Hopes
by Frank Mills '98

Sports Writer

In the 1978 Stanley Cup Finals,
Don Cherry’s Bruins, facing elimi
nation, got called late in Game 6
for too many men on the ice. Guy
LaFleur scored on the ensuing
powerplay to bring Montreal an
other cup. Cherry claimed that the
refs took over the game. He was
right.

The refs took over the Lady
Friars’ semi-final game with rival
UNH Saturday, ending PC’s quest
for a national title with a 4-3 de
feat to the Wildcats.
The game included a five on
three powerplay in overtime.
Coach Jackie Barto commented, “I
think the game was well refereed
over the course of three periods but
the overtime was out of control.
They were making calls that

shouldn’t have been made. They
took over.”
If you listen to former Boston
Bruin Mike Milbury, who once
commented, “Hockey is a game of
momentum,” then picture this:
Your team is playing for a shot at
the national title, you’re down by
two goals against your hated rivals.
All of a sudden you pick up two
goals, it’s a whole new game. Your
goaltender starts looking like Ken

Dryden as the puck looks like a
beachball to her. You battle
through regulation trading near
knockout blows, then enter over
time. But in OT, the referees want
to decide the game for you. All of
the sudden you’re killing back to
back penalties. This shouldn’t be
happening. Then the other team
gets a two man advantage and

Baker broke the scoreless tie at
5:55 when Alison Wheeler found
her ail alone drifting toward the
slot. Laurie grabbed the pass and
shelved it. Minutes later, UNH
winger Brandy Fisher beat Sara
DeCosta stickside when she got
the puck in front.
At this point a blue haired fan
with the letters U-N-H painted on

"We worked so hard to get
to that position, it's too bad
it ended that way."

Laurie Baker closed out a tremendous campaign with two goals Saturday.

scores. Your season is over.
Here’s the official breakdown:
Things started out innocently
enough when on her first shift,
freshman Kelly Clark laid out a
UNH defenseman, sending the
defenseman sprawling and Kelly
to the penalty box for roughing.
The Lady Friars killed off two
early UNH powerplays and settled
into the game’s up and down flow.
The first period ended a scoreless
tie.
Round two offered a menu of
red-light specials as the two teams
combined for six goals. Laurie

his chest hurled a fish on the ice. I
think it was a mackerel, but don’t
quote me on it.
A minute and a half later,
UNH’s Melisa Hcitzman snuck a
low shot past DeCosta off a turn
over deep in the zone. Then, on
the powerplay at 12:17, Heitzman
scored again, tapping in a rebound
right on the doorstep. UNH had
now taken a 3-1 lead and it ap
peared that the momentum pendu
lum had swung in favor of the
Wildcats.
continued on page 24

Spring Sports
Roll On
Softball, Tennis, Baseball Victorious
by Gladys Ganiel '99

Sports Writer

Even as the collective heartbeat
of the campus stopped as our fear
less Friar hoop team marched into
the Sweet 16 last week, our spring
athletes, were plugging quietly
away and chalking off win after
win. The PC baseball, softball, and
men’s tennis squads all garnered
victories and now boast a com
bined record of 22-7.
SOFTBALL BACK FROM
FLORIDA
The softball team returned to
cold, windy Providence with a 64 mark after an eight day excur
sion at the Rebel Games in Or
lando, FL. The Friars were active
on six of those eight days, earning
wins over Winthrop, Maine, Bos
ton University, Tennessee-Martin
(not Tennessee-Chattanooga),
UNC-Wilmington, and Long Is
land University-Brooklyn. PC
wound up play on Saturday with a
4-1 loss to Middle Tennessee (not
Tennessee-Chattanooga) and a 20 victory over LIU-Brooklyn.
Freshman Heather Nathan

hurled the shut-out against LIU,
improving her record to 3-2.
Nathan has posted a 2.74 ERA
with 10 strike outs so far this year.
“We’ve made a lot of progress
from the fall [season], and we’re
very optimistic,” Nathan says.
“Our defense has come a long way
and our intensity level is high.”
Junior pitcher Lauren Smith
took the loss to Middle-Tennessee,
and her mark fell to 3-2. Smith,
however, sports an impressive 1.12
ERA with 17 strike outs and just
five walks.
Nathan admits that one of the
Friars’ weaknesses is having only
two pitchers. “Most teams have
three or four,” she says. “So we
must be very careful with injuries
and not getting tired.”
PC has also had some trouble
getting their bats going, judging
from their .216 team batting aver
age. But one bright spot in the of
fense has been junior Erin Quaglia.
Quaglia batted .429, banged out
eight hits, and scored five runs
while starting all 10 games. Even
more impressive is the fact that
Quaglia spent all her time in the
field crouched in the dust behind

home plate, and she
met this grueling chal
lenge without a single
passed ball or an error.
TENNIS
TOPS
BROWN
Men’s tennis gained
bragging rights over
cross-town rival Brown
by virtue of a 4-3 tri
umph over the host
Bears. Coach Carl
LaBranche’s team
swept the doubles
matches and garnered
wins in the top three
singles spots.
In doubles action
Jamie Williams and
Felipe Vivar teamed up
to defeat Aditya Menta
and Venki Iyer, the
Bears’ #1 and #2
singles players, by a
score of 9-7. Dylan
Williams and Chris
Wolken paired for an 82 victory while Kevin
Ryan and John O’Neil
disposed of their oppo
nents 8-5.
continued on page 24

Doug Wall hurled the Friars past the cross-town rival Bears

